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New Mexico Has Ceased to Be A
a
State
Is
and
Sovereign
Dependent

PRESIDENT TAFT SIGNED THE

STATEHOOD PROCLAMATION

R1CHES0N ADMITS MANCHUS TO GET PACKERSXONTEST BLIZZARD SWEEPS

AT

1.35 O'CLOCK THIS AFTERNOON
AFTER YEARS OF WAITING
AND VEXATIOUS
FOND HOPE

DELAYS

IS

REALIZED

the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, signed February 8, 1848. From today at
noon it takes its place In the councils
of the Union; it has two representatives In congress and, after the first
legislature acts, will have two United
States senators. We now have a
voice and a part of the control In the
government of one of the mightiest
nations on the face of the earth.
This change from a territorial form
s
of goverment brings with it
that are and will be of no
light character. Henceforth we will
be our own masters, and as such we
will have cares and duties that we
never had as a territory. As a part
of the federal union, our representative In congress and our senators
will have a voice and a vote in shaping the domestic and foreign policv
of this great nation. We have already
In conchosen our representatives
gress, and It behooves us to select
with extreme care the two men who
will represent us in the United States
senate. By the two men that we have
already sent to Washington, and by
the two that we will send there, we
will be measured In the eyes of the
nation. It Is a part of our duty to the
great Union of which we are now a
part to send senators who will be a
credit to our new state.
But our responsibility does not end
w'th sending proper senators from
New Mexico. Our greatest responsibility is to ourselves. Through our
elected legislature and our executive
and administrative officers, the state
will attempt, and we hope successfully, to carry that responsibility. It
is incumbent upon them to give New
Mexico a government that will be sec
ond to none in this country. The situation, owing to the election of half
tickets by each of the great political
parties, Is ripe for the playing of po
Let. us, however, as citizen?
litics.
who are 'nterested to see the first
years of statehood passed in a sane
and careful way, insist upon our deleated representatives so conducting
themselves that their only thought
and their every action will be for the
ultimate good of the state as a whole,
and not for the good of any party or
parties. Let us start right in our
state lawmaking by attempting, at
least, to pass laws that have for their
foundation some valid governmental
or economic need,
and hardwork.
If we nave a
inteUlgent geBBlon of 0ur
legislature, the fact that
President Taft signed the statehood
proclamation will be a blessing; if our
legislature runs amuck and passes
laws for the mere sake of passing
them, or for the primary benefit of
either of the political parties, for
years to come, we wfll look back to
January 6, 1912 with regret and sor
respon-sib'litie-

WHISTLES

NOISY

SOUNDED

GREETING

Pandemonium Broke Loose in Las Vegas When News Came That
Executive's Signature Had Been Appended to Momentous
Document
Star is Added to the
Flag Under Auspicious Circumstances.
Forty-Seven-

th

Washington, Jan. 6. New Mexico,
the
state to enter the
Union, ceased to be a territory at
1:35 o'clpck today when President
Taft signed the proclamation of stateforty-sevent- h

hood.

Four members of the president's
cabinet, the two congressmen-elec- t
from New Mexico, a dozen prominent
citizens from the new state, several
White House employes and three
photographers witnessed the ceremony, which took place In the president's private office. The proclamation was signed in duplicate, one to
be preserved in the records of the
government, the other to go to the
New Mexico Historical society.
New State's Noisy Welcome
With shrieking whistles the people
of Las Vegas were notified that New

Mexico had at last become a sovereign
state. The Optic was apprised of the
president's action by a dispatch from
Washington over its leased wire.
Leading citizens and the Santa Fe
roundhouse were immediately notified
by telephone and at 12:30 o'clock such
a blare of whistles sounded that many
persons imagined a tremendous conflagration had broken out. The Optic
was besieged with telephone calls
from people who desired to know the
location of the fire. They were given
the joyous information that the
whistles sounded in honor of state-

Mills, Chief Justice W. H. Pope and
other officials sent telegrams of conto President
Taft for
gratulation
signing the statehood proclamation.
Many of the 260 newly elected officials as well as other officials will not
wait for the day of inauguration of
Governor McDonald, January IB, but
will take their oath of office imme- jiately and assume their duties un
der the state. Flags are flying and
committees are already working fevday
erishly to make Inauguration
holiday in
January 15, a state-wid- e
celebration of statehood. Immediately
upon receiving word that President
Taft had signed the statehood procla-matioTerritorial Engineer C. P.
Miller, announced that he had cleared
away all opposition and obstacles to
the 80,000-acre- s
irrigation project on
the Animas In San Juan county, near
the Colorado boundary, by Furnam
and Burke, and had approved the application for the unused waters of the
Animas. The cost is estimated at a
little over a million dollars and the
project will reclaim fertile lands in
San Juan county suitable for fruit
c it Hu re.

hood.

The scene on the streets was one of
Jollification. Flags were displayed
from public buildings and private
residences. Many persons were prepared for the occasion and unfurled
banners bearing 48 stars, thus honorthe sister territory,
ing Arizona,
whose admission is expected to occur
soon ,as well as the baby state. The
adopted sons and daughters of New
Mexcio, who have enjoyed before the
rights of American citizenship, were
They congratulated each
and predicted great things for
The native,
New Mexico's future.
people, however, who love New Mex-Ico because It has always been their
home and the home of their fathers,
expressed the greater joy. When New
member
Mexico became a
of the Union they beheld a spectacle
of which they had dreamed for many
1

d

yearg.

Last Obstacle Removed.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 6. Supreme
Court Clerk Jose P. Sena cleared the
last obstacle out of the way of the
statehood proclamation. Last evening
he received orders from Attorney
General Wickersham to enter a writ
of error In the territorial supreme
court in the case of the United States
vs. The Alamogordo Lumber company,
in which Judge E. R. Wright in the
district court at Santa Fe had
recently sustained the demurrers of
the defendant The government gave
notice of appeal but did not file a
transcript of record pending negotia
tions now underway to Compromise
the suit, the government to reserve
the right to appeal before the
torlal supreme;court passes, ut of
istence and the status of territorial
lands is changed, ordered the writ of
error to be entered. The suit is for
damages for cutting timber on lands
the territory but
acquired from
which technically, the territory had
no right to sell In large tracts and
will likely be compromised. Mr.
Sena notified the attorney general
by telegraph that the writ had been
enteral and thus the last obstacle
to the statehood proclamation was
cleared out of the way.

Native sons and adopted sons, all
loyal to New Mexico, expressed their
belief that statehood will bring with
It will mean the
it many boons.
The State of New Mexico
greater growth and development of
New Mexico. It will mean liberty in
History was made this sixth day
the fullest sense of the word. Plans of January, 1912.
At 35 minutes past T o'clock, Wash
are being laid for a monster celehra-- i
tlon to he held in the near future.
ington time. New Mexico stepped
jfrom Hb territorial condition into the
Officials Send Congratulations
federal union as a full fledged state.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 6. Arch- After 64 years of waiting this state
bishop J. B. PItaval, Governor W. J. has received what was promised in
j

-

HE COMMITTED

EQUALITY OF

GOVERNMENT'S

THE EASTERN

MURDER

RIGHTS

EVIDENCE

STATES

ACCUSED OF POISONING
A FORMER SWEETHEART,
MAKE8 CONFESSION.

PASTOR

SUFFERED

UNTOLD TORTURES

HIS CONSCIENCE WOULD NOT AL
LOW HIM TO REMAIN 8ILENT

POSED RULING CLASS.

MAY

NOT

WILL

STOP

THE

HOLD

PUBLIC

MILLIONAIRES'

OFFICES IS OF SUPREME

THEY ARE TO HAVE 'PENSIONS
FOR LIFE AND FREE GRANT

ANY LONGER.

TO FORBIDDEN

TRIAL THE

IMPERIAL

CITY.

TROOPERS

WILL JOIN FORCES WITH THE
PUBLICANS IN THE NEAR
FUTURE

Boston, Jan. 6 Reverend C. V. T.
Richeson, former pastor of Immanuel
Baptist church of Cambridge, todaymade a written confession to the efhis forme;'
fect that he poisoned
sweetheart, Avle Llnnell. The state
ment was given into the hands of his
counsel, who made it public at 1 p. m.
The full text of the confession fol

Shanghai, Jan. 6. The republican
government is assuming a very strong
position and now considers that the
future of China is entirely in its
hands. The leaders believe that the
country is almost unainimously in favor of the republican movement and
the regular trained army wllwl come
over to their side almost to a man.
The cabinet formed by Dr. Sun Yat
Sen today announced the terms it will
offer to the Manchus on their submission.
These are much more generous than was at first believed would
bo the case. They Include "the free
grant of the forbidden city and the
summer palace in Peking, which are
worth hundreds of millions of dollars. In addition they will be accorded life pensions and other concessions
together with equality in citizenship
and in the holding of offices under
the state.
The good faith of the "republicans is
shown by the fact that the Manchus
in the southern provinces are now being supported, f d and clothed by the
revolutionaries and any abuse of them
Is everely punished by the republican government. The cabinet nominated by President Sun Yat Sen is regarded generally as a strong one.

lows:

"Boston, January 3, 1912.
"John L. Le, Esq.
"William, A. Morse, Esa.
"Philip ?unhar, Fq.
"Gentlemen. Deeply penitent for
my sin and earnestly desiring, so far
as In my power lies, to make atonement, I hereby confess that I am
.guilty of the offense of which I stand
indicted.
"I am moved to this course by no
inducement of self benefit or leniency.
Heinous as my crime is, God has not
wholly abandoned me and my conscience and manhood, however depraved and blighted, will not admit
of my still further wronging, by a
public trial, her whose pure life I
have destroyed. Under the lashings
of remorse I have suffered and am
suffering the tortures of the damned.
In this I find a measure of comfort.
In my mental anguish I recognize
that there is still, by the mercy of
the Master, some remnant of the divine spark of goodness still lingering
with me. I could' wish to live only
because within some prison walls I
might, in some small measure, redeem my sinful past, help some other
despairing soul, and at last, find favor with my God.
"You are instructed to deliver this
to the district attorney or to the judge
of the court.
"Sincerely yours,
"CLARENCE V. T. RICHESON."
Just before noon today the judges
of the superior court and the district
attorney went into conference at the
court house and about an hour later
of the press were
representatives
called to the office of William A.
Morse, leading counsel for the ac(Continued on Page Four).

A

TRAINS COLLIDE
LIGHTS
STATION
WERE OBSCURED

BE- -

Wright, Kan., Jan. 6 Unable to see
the station lights in the blinding
snow storm which swept over western
Kansas Friday night, Engineer C. C.
Deming of the Santa Fe passenger
train No. 12 ran past the station. Before he could back his train into the
siding after he had discovered his
mistake his train was hit by the
Newton-Dodg- e
City local westbond.
Deming was fatally scalded, Engineer
J. W. Chalfant of the local was killed
and 12 passengers were hurt. Both
engineers live at Newton' Kan.
Those who needed attention were
cared for in a hospital at Dodge City.

.

WILL

PROVE

MANY RECORDS ARE BROKEN

IMPORTANCE

THIS TESTIMONY

SUPERIOR, WIS., REPORTS
CHICAGO
LOW, WHILE

OF

DURES 10 BENEATH

38 BE.
EN-

CIPHER

JUDGE RESERVES HIS DECISION FOUR DEATHS HAVE RESULTED
WILL ANNOUNCE HI8 RULING TO
THE COURT EARLY MONDAY
MORNING

IN

ALL THE LARGE
POOR

CITIES THE

ARE SUFFERING FOR
LACK OF SHELTER

New York, Jan.

6.

Zero tempera-

ture accompanied by high northwest
winds caused Intense suffering last
night and early today. The mercury
in some localities went below zero.
The city lodging houses were taxed
to their capacity and in the emergency the morgue chapel was thrown
open for the wanderers, 100 of whom
took refuge. In the host of unfortunates who applied for admission to
the Municipal lodging houses were 25
women and four children.
All Trains Late
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 6. Practically
every train running through this state
is reported from half an hour to an
hour and a half late as the resulft of
the severe cold weather. The temperatures throughout the Btate today
range as low as 20 degrees below zero.
Reports from the cattle country are
that the stock are standing the cold
weather well.
Sxith Day of Cold.

Jan. 6. Another decided
drop in temperature marked the sixth
day of the cold wave through the
middle west today. From many cities
came reports of. broken records, Su
perior, Wis., having the nnusual mark
of 38 degrees below zero, the low
point touched in the United States.
Duluth, however, was pressing Superior hard, being just half a point
behind with a temperature of 37.
A general snowfall throughout Illinois, Iowa, Michigan and Missouri
added to the misery. The official forecast at the government bureau here
was that snow would continue to fall
tonight and Sunday and the temperature would drop several degrees.
The general temperature range in
the Canadian northwest today is from
14 to 38 degrees below.
The range
in the northwestern part of the United States is from 18 to 32.
Locally the records for two years
were broken today. Just two years
ago today the mercury dropped to 10
below zero, the low mark touched
here at 5 o'clock this morning. A
LIVESTOCK WAS NOT
brisk wind blew from the northwest
Telegraph companies have experiDAMAGED DY COLD enced much wire trouble.
Suffering was intense. Four deaths
were attributed directly, to the weather. According to the statement of
REPORTS FROM COUNTRY DISCharles H. Wacker, head of the UnitTRICTS ARE OPTIMISTIC FOR
ed Charities, there are in Chicago
A GOOD SEASON.
150,000 unemployed men.
Of this number about. 800 spent last
That the sheep and cattle in San
in the municipal lodging house.
night
withstood
the
Miguel county
rigors
of the recent protracted cold weather
The Panhandle Is Frigid
without serious loss to their owners
Kansas
City, Mo., Jan. 6. Adding
Rois the belief of Sheriff Secundino
fammero.
Mr. Romero has heard from to the general suffering from gas
shortand
blocked
ine,
transportation
his ranch at El Cuervo that the sheep
the
lost little in weight and few, if any, age of food for livestock,
today
perished from the cold. Mr. Romero mercury in the southwest
regls-I- n
points
says he has received the same favor- fell to the lowest
seven
The
years.
readings
able report from other large owners
below zero
of sheep and cattle. The sheep ana ranged from 10 der-eecattle herders were forced to do some at Amarlllo, Tex., to 14 below at
feeding during the cold weather but Dodge City. Kan., and 13 below in
hi many places the snow has melted Kansas City, b reeking all records
and the pasturage is good. The live since February. 1905, when 20 de-stock owners are expecting a successful season.
(Oontinued on Page Vour)
Chiv-ingto-

Portland, Ore., Jan. 6. Through
the efforts of John P. Sullivan, grand
exalted ruler of the Elks, conflicts
in the dates of the important conventions of 1912 will be avoided. As soon
as it was decided that the Elks would
hold their annual eunton In Portland during the week of July 8, Mr.
Sullivan conferred with officials of
the Grand Army and the Shrlners
with the result that the conventions
of those organizations will be held In
Los Angeles in September and May
respectively. By urging the subject
on members of the republican national
committee he succeeded in having
the date for the republican convention
in Chicago set for the week of June
18.
similar negotiaHe has started
tions with the democratic national
committee and it is probable that another week than that chosen by the
Elks will be selected for the demo
cratic convention.

ON NEW

YORK CITY

WRITING

EXISTENCE

MIDDLE

FROZE

WEST SWEEPS DOWN

Chicago, Jan. 6. A climax was
reached in the trial of the ten Chicago packers charged with criminal
violation of the Sherman law when
counsel for the defendants moved to
have stricken from the record the
evidence of Jerome H. Pratt identifying the handwriting of J. Ogden Armour, Arthur Meeker and Thomas J.
Connors on certain leters previously
Introduced in evidence by the government to show the existence of a combination among the defendants In the
period between 1896 and 1906.
Attorney M. W. Borders, represent
ing the Morris Interests, made the
point that the testimony of the Wrfr
ness Pratt, on this point was Incompetent for the reason that it was bas
ed on an opinion obtained in the ordinary course of business and not on
personal knowledge.
District Attorney James H. Wllker-so- n
and his assistants fought hard to
prevent the exclusion.
Before the argument of counsel on
this point had been concluded, Attorney George T. Buckingham interposed another motion, seeking to have
the jury instructed to disregard the
evidence contained in the Armour,
Meeker and Connors letters so far as
the cases against the representatives
Funds From America.
San Francisco, Jan. 0. A personal of Swift and company were concernmessage from Presiesnt Sun Yat Sen ed.
After listening to the argument of
at Nanking was received by cable toof
the
counsel
at
the
local
for several hours, Judge Carheadquarters
day
Chinese National association in which penter adjourned until Monday mornPresident Sun calls on the Chinese ing and reserved his decision on both
people in the United States to rush all motions until that time.
available funds at once for the use
of the new republic. The Chinese in
CHIVINGTON
the United States have undertaken to
Chicago, Jan. 6. Thomas M.
raise various loans. The Chinese Six
was today
president
of the American association. The apCompanies have agreed to raise
Other instructions to the as pearance of Connie Mack of the Philsociation were contained in the mes- adelphia Americans at the meeting
sage but were not made public.
today caused much discussion. Mack
declared that there was no significance in his presence, but rumor at
ELKS WILL NOT HAVE
once credited him with a desire to
sign some of the minor league playCONFLICTING EVENTS ers.

OTHER FESTIVITIES.

TFRR1BLE WRECK

SANTA FE
... CAUSE

RE-

AT PORTLAND
WILL
REUNION
NOT BE IN COMPETITION WITH

SNOW THE CAUSE OF

IF ADMITTED

THAT

STORM

A COMBINE

DISTRICT ATTORNEY 8AY8 HEARING WILL BE HELD IN 8PITE
OF STATEMENT.

row.

With the realization of statehood
we should receive an increase of outside and foreign capital with which
to develop our tremendous natural
resources. Our dry lands will be Irrigated, our mineral resources developed and our live stock increased.
Property will increase in value and
desirability; our towns and cities will
increase In population. All this will
come If those In charge of our governmental affairs conduct themselves
and the affairs of the state in a sane
and careful way.
Let us all, therefore, lend a hand
to the first administration of the state
of New Mexico with a view to making it an economic and governmental
success in order that in future years
we may be able to look back with
gladness to the day when the state
hood nroclamatlon was signed and
New Mexico attained its majority

THE NEW CHINESE REPUBLIC TO THEIR ATTORNEYS SEEKS TO EX
DO THE RIGHT THING BY DECLUDE
IDENTIFICATION
OF

n

Chicago,

Military contracts now contain a
paragraph dealing with comfortable
seats, cases in which to carry tools
and sometimes even the installation
of a wireless telegraphic apparatus
The general lesson ot the salon is
that the aeroplane has definitely arrived as a military instrument, but
that much is to be done before aviation will be hailed as a popular sport.

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
London, Jan. 6. To ascertain how
much boys educated in the elemen- tary schools of England remember
after leaving school, several officers
In charge of recruiting depots have
put a series of fifteen questions to
the neweBt recruits. The replies in
many cases were amazing, particular-- 1
ly as the recruits
generally come

At an auction here the Clydesdale
stallion. Baron of Buchlyvie, was so'd

crowded with strangers. It is quite
remarkable that, although the capacity of the various lines was taxed to
the very limit, there were practically
no blackeds at any times and the
number of accidents was ins'gni!:
cantly smalL

the largest price ever re- celved for a draft horse, and for a
horse in his twelfth year, the sum has
few precedents even among thorough- The American ambassador and Mrs.
breds. The best previous price ever
Bacon gave a brilliant dinner this
was
$15,000,
a
for
received
Clydesdale
week in honor of Premier Calllaux
paid some 20 yean ago for the
and Mme. Calllaux. Among others
Albion.
of
Prince
colt
from the larger cities having the best
present were the Italian ambassador
elementary schools.
and Mme. Tittonl, the Spanish ambasheroes
of
most
one
At
England's
Although
depot 35 recruits were exsador and Mme. Messimy, M. Leptn,
amined. Fourteen, fifteen, fourteen are represented in the capital of the
the prefect of police, and Mr. and
sorts.
of
various
memorials
and eleven respectiflMy could not give empire by
Mrs. Charlemange Tower.
a reply to the questions as to the the famous explorer. Captain James
in
life
the
who
his
lost
identity of Alfred the Great, Nelson, Cook,
The most startling innovation In
Islands, is not numbered
and Shakespeare, and waiian
the Paris theatrical world this season
will
but
this
oversight
many of the others had only vague among them,
is the review "Sans Gene," which has
ideas as to who these heroes of their soon be corrected by a society which
been inaugurated at the Rejane thealife-siz- e
the
on
statue
erect
a
to
were.
plans
country
ter by Mme, Rejane. It is now an acTo the question "What is the Unit-- Mall to the great circumnavigator,
Tlle I'la" originated with Sir James cepted notion that vaudeville houses
ed States?" sixteen replied correctly,
should include short one act plays in
four knew nothing, fifteen were en- Carruthers, a former prime minister
their programs, but that vaudeville
recent
a
On
Wales.
f
Vew
tirely ignorant and one man, who had
should completely monopolize one of
been eight years at school, answered vlsit to London he was surprised that
there was no statue here to the man the largest temples of "legitimate"
"An English colony."
art Is a distinct departure for the
Strangely enough even fewer knew who was responsible in a large meas- Parisian theatrical world.
of
the
ure
addition
the
for
antipodean
of
Prance. When it came to
anything
The French review is a sort of
England, however, every recruit an- territories to the British empire. He ille-burlesque
of
representation
swered correctly, although only fifteen directed public attention to the overcurrent
French
or
of
Interest
topics
the
could say what the empire was.
sight and the agitation resulted in
Mme. Rejane assumes manv
appointment of a committee with gossip. She
roles.
is first a janitress, blamits
General Samuel (at
All the necessary legislation has Postmaster
newsbeen enacted in connection with the head to provide a suitable memorial. ing the tendency of certain
to
into
papers
lives,
inquire
private
Prince
Kins George V, at that time
proposed construction of the
then a native of Auvergne, and finally
of
the
of
presidency
Wales,
accepted
railway and work on the
a foreign
In which she cariproject, which is to be carried out by the society for the erection of the catures a princess,
certain royal princess who
the federal government itself, will statue and although his elevation to
commence very shortly, and its com- the throne has caused him to with has been recently in the public eye.
pletion is looked for within three draw from office in it, he continues U
A Parisian actress has caused a
years. The line starts from Kalgoor-lie- , give the movement his heartiest supgreat deal of interest among the wo380 miles from Perth, one of the port.
The government offered its aid men of France by announcing a new
eastern limits of the western Australian system, whence it connects with through the medium of the board of recipe for a supple figure. Each mornother railways through South Austra- works, which provided an admirable ing, she says, her maid takes a newspaper, tears it into a thousand fraglia, Victoria, New South Wales and site for the statue on the Mall side of ments
ami scatters the fragments
Queensland. The new line is 1,060 the new Admiralty Arch. The design
the
floor. The morning exercise
upon
which
of
execution
and
the
statue,
In
miles
length and its cost is estiof
the
mistress
consists in gathering
mated at nearly $20,000,000. While will be unveiled some time next year,
the
one
up
pieces
by one. These
Thomas
Sir
to
entrusted
has
been
the railway will be of great commerstooping movements, she claims, apcial advantage, the necessities of de- Brock.
proach as nearly as possible the
fence have chiefly influenced Austrawork that a man would do In cultilia In making the expenditure. The
6.
The world's sugar
Paris, Jan.
the fields and gathering in the
country, faced with the danger of a conference, which was held at Brus- vating
and result in the perfection of
crops
one
reason
Asiatic
to
possible
invasion,
sels, adjournment being taken
for the desire that Britain and Ameri- January 29, is having difficulty trying the suppleness and lines of the body.
ca should control the Pacific, has to meet the request of Russia to be
been putting her defensive resources permitted to increase her yearly exIn order ever since confederation. portation of sugar.
Modified conscription has been adoptNEW YORK TOPICS
Russia wishes to increase her exed as the military system of the portation by 300,000 tons yearly, the
4
country and liberal contributions of International Sugar Union having lim
ships and men have been made to in- ited the possible exportation of each
New York, January 6. During the
crease the British naval forces in the country adhering to the conference. week after Christmas three men
South Pacific.
Lord Kitchner, too, The opposition to the Russian petition wanted by the authorities for various
went out to advise the government on came from Germany and Austria. It misdeeds surrendered to the police
the measures to be taken to defend is thought likely, however, that when of this city. Whether is was the
the country and one of his first rec- the conference reconvenes the Russoftening effect of Christmas thoughts
ommendations was the construction sian request will be, granted, although which awakened their conscience or
of this railway to bring western Aus- the amount authorized may be under some other reason which
tralia nearer to the other states of 300,000 tons. The present Interna- them, is not known, but it is aprompted
strange
the confederation, at present the tional Sugar Unon ceases to be in coincidence
that the three malefacwestern province being entirely de- force September 1, 1913, but it is tors
surrendered, for the peace of
pendent upon assistance from sea. likely that the union will be renewed their minds, within a few
days from
for another term; that is to sny until Christmas. The
first to give himself
The police have just succeeded in 1918.
up was Andrew McConnell, founder
of the "Universal Science" who had
getting rid for five years at least, of
a man who carried on the triple ocEuropean aviation interest is now shot his wife at Ocean Grove, N. J.,
cupations of manager for a large West centered in the third annual interna-tlone- l a few days before. The man, who is
aviation salon, which has just
End firm, anarchist and coiner. He
evidently insane, was divorced from
was caught while engaged in the lat- - been inaugurated by President Fal- his wife in
July and shot her because
to
five lieres. The huge space of the Balon
ter occupation and sentenced
he believed she was conspiring to
years with hard labor. Alexander building, with its glare of light and have him
placed in an insane asylum.
Estegny was his name and his de- beautiful decoration, setting off the His wife was not
woundscription can be found in the rogues' 200 or more aeroplanes, offers an at-- ed. The next onedangerously
to
himsurrender
galleries throughout the world. He tractive and picturesque spectacle.
self was John Fielding, former cashThe exhibition Indicates that prohas held numerous positions of reier of the Northwestern Gas, Light
sponsibility and just before his arrest gress and improvement in aeroplane and Coke
company, of that city, who
was engaged as manager at a salary construction have been remarkably
walked
into
police headquarters the
of $50 a week. In the evenings the rapid as regards both monoplanes and
other day and confessed that he had
a
In
found
is
but
believed
it
biplanes,
generally
Estegny engaged
ptlice
stolen $4,000 of the company's money
lnrge work shop at Hampstead, fitted that there will be no great changes in
in August of 1910. He said that his
up with a complete coiner's outfit. He the general appearance of the aero-haconscience troubled him so much that
an-also been watched as an
plane in the near future.
a
The races of the past year caused he could not sleep and was unable to
archist and he was known to
member of an important anarcnisps' constructors to turn their attention to find any peace of mind at any time.
club in London. For that, however, seeming increased speed. This is evi- The third to surrender was a young
the English police do not disturb men. dent by the number of speedy ma- man who had been implicated in a
They may talk all the anarchism they chines in the exhibition. There is, murder In this city in February, 190S,
like and for this privilege they re- however, a strong tendency to build had been arrested at the time and
frain from putting their practices intj machines which afford a maximum of placed under bond, but had jumped his
theory in England, immunity thus be- safety. It is also pointed out that bail and left the city. Troubled by
are insisting his conscience, he telephoned to the
ing obtained for Royalists in this aeroplane purchasers
upon more comfort in the aeroplane. nearest police station and asked that
country.
an officer be sent to the saloon where
he was at the time to arrest him. He
was promptly accommodated.
;

for

$47,500,

1

-'

vaudev-

trans-Australia- n

'

The recent identifications of several burglars in this city by means of
fingerprints which they were incautious enough to leave behind them,
have evidently taught a lesson to .other members of their profession. There
have been several burglaries here
lately, the perperators of which were
cautious enough to wear gloves so as
to leave no fingerprints by which
they might be identified. If the burglars in general should adopt this
method of preventing the possibility
of thir Identification, gloves may,
eventually, crime to be looked upon
as part of a burglar's outfit. The
possession of a pair of gloves may
then subject a man to suspicion as
much as the possession of a "jimmy"
or some other burglar's tool.

CONVICT

ADMITS

STEALING

jth e TesJxiiSIASa

BOOKS
J.

B.

FEWKES HAD WORRIED
OF
THE CONDITION

ABOUT

HIS ACCOUNTS

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 6. J. B
Fewkes, a United States prisoner con
fined in the New Mexico penitentiary
and who has been for several months
employed In the office of that insti
tution as office clerk and assistant
bookkeeper in charge of the books relating to convicts' personal funds, that
is to say, such moneys as a convict
may have, and showing such orders
thereon as the convicts may have
given, in the presence' of Secundino
Romero, R. C. Garrett, W. A. Bayer,
A. B. Renehan and Stella V. Canny,
Within the next few weeks the loop
on the Long Island City plaza of the stenographer and notary public, made
a complete confession that he had
Queensboro bridge is likely to be
burned the two books of the kind
completed, and the Third avenue surface cars will then run from Manhat- mentioned, on Sunday afternoon last,
tan across the new bridge Into Long shortly after 5 o'clock. He assumed
Island City and return by way of the the entire burden of the act, and
claimed that it was the result of a
new loop. Bridge Commissioner
has set January 15 as the prob- somewhat sudden impulse, although
able date for the completion of this he had been for some time worried
condition Into which he had
workv and officials or the Third ave- about the
let
books
the
get In this institution
nue line say they are ready, and on
as
in
as
others
of the same kind
well
short notice will put the new line
United
the
B;tatesv the
throfughout
into operation. This will be the first
are
earn
a little
to
convicts
permitted
drieet transit between Manhattan and
money for themselves by making hair
Queensboro ever put in operation.
goods .beadwork and the like. Fewkes
acted for the convicts in disposing
Some practical joker caused con- of some of this
workmanship and col
siderable excitement among women lected the
proceeds through the mails,
and children in the neighborhood of but he claims that at first by InadFifth avenue and
street. vertence he allowed one V. C.
He placed a large sized toy bear
to make orders on his account,
which, if wound up, would rock forth when there was not sufficient to
and growl
at intervals, upon the meet the orders, and afterwards alsidewalk near the wall of Central lowed him to make larger orders in
Park. How he managed to do th's the hope that sooner or later the diswithout being seen, is somewhat of crepancy should be made up. These
a puzzle, but it was done. The toy books he Juggled and falsified in orbear looked so natural and so formid- der to conceal the shortage, and flnal- able that he created a panic amone Lly realizing that he was under sus
the women and children In the neieh- - picion and that a new arrangement
borhood. Their cries attracted a po- for handling the debit and credit slip
liceman who mistook the toy for a which are given to the convicts had
real bear which, he believed, had es- been made, he became panic strickWith en, when he knew that the books
caped from the menagerie.
drawn revolver he approached the were to be checked up at the end of
rocking and growling minster, but December, and, knowing no other
when he had come within a few yards way to dispose of the evidence of his
ef K the bear collapsed and ceased to manipulation of the books, he desgrowl, as the mechanism had run troyed
denies
them.
Musgrave
down. Not until then did the police- Fewkes' story In toto. No money has
man discover that the bear was only been lost by the transactions so far
a toy. The owner of the bear has as can be discovered except that he
not yet been found.
shifted debits and credits from one
convict's account to another's, and
New Rochelle, one of the suburban thus hid the shortages, no nctal cash
towns north of New York City, evi- being handled. In the end. It will
dently has among Its residents a man probably be found that one convict
of a highly and pecul'arly developel has more on the books to his credit
sense of humor. He Is evidently n than he ought to have, and vice versa
politician, for his practical jokes are another convict will have less, so that
invariably directed against other po- the entire sum of money will be in
liticians, irrespective of party affilia- tact, but tine titlt to the different pro
tions. A few days before Christmas portions will be obscured.
he sent to every republican and demFewkes had Sam Burke, the prison
ocratic candidate in New
Rochelle porter, carry out and throw away
who was defeated at the recent elec- the remnant of one of the books burn- tion, and to many of the office seekers of the town neat little jewelry boxes, containing miniature imitation
gold bricks. The boxes were marked
"Do not open till Christmas," but
nearly all the recipients did not wait
that long before they investigated the
contents of the mysterious boxes.
Sixty-secon-

DECIDED!
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Mus-grav- e

the
always safe to leave
to the
decision of any subject
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American people. This is proven
most conclusively by the steady
and phenomenal Increase In the
sales of the

W.

I

aaa

DOUGLAS SHOE.

For more than 30 years It ha
been before the public, and
its popularity Is greater than ever
before In Its history.
to-d- ay

SOLD

CY-
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E. ROSENWALD & SON.
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GERMAN-MILLE- D
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flour
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the answer to

every Bakir

It's

Firxer-Whit-

Problem.
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More Uriforrr.
ard
LARABEES
Made

Famous

by

GERMAN

A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.

Gross. Kelly

Fifty-sevemen who were chosen
for various offices in Bergen county
N. J., at the election will not be allowed to serve because they failed
to file with the county clerk a certificate and oath of their election expenses, as demanded by the new
election law.
Not only will the offices be vacont, but themen who had
been neglecting their duty under the
law may be Indicted and tried for
their offence. The list includes i
number of prominent officials-elec- t,
but most of them are men who had
And still they come! Martin Beck, been elected for minor offices.
head of the Orpheum circuit of vaudeville theaters in the middle and far
E. G. MURPHEY GUARANTEES
west has made the announcement tha'
HYOMEI
he is going to build a magnificent
If you really mean that you want to
new playhouse in the heart of New
Yafrk's theatrical district.
Negotia- drive every bit of catarrh from your
tions for the property, which is on nose and throat why not try a sensible remedy that is guaranteed to
the corner of Broadway and
street have already been con- banish catarrh, or money back.
cluded. The new structure, it is statIf you already own a little hard
ed, will cost about $6,500,0000 and rubber HYOMEI inhaler you can buy
is to be equipped as a first class show a bottle of HYOMEI (pronounce it
Hight-o-me- )
house.
for only 50 cents. If you
do not own an inhaler ask for comAccording to complete figures com- plete HYOMEI outfit which contains
piled in the office of the Interborough an Inhaler, this will cost you $1.00.
Then breathe HYOMEI and get rid
Rapid Transit company for the six
days of the week preceding Christ- of catarrh, relief comes in five minmas the company carried on its ele- utes, a day's treatment will make you
vated and subway lines a total of happy, a week's treatment and snufThis absolute- fles, mucus and hawking go, another
11,950,282 passengers.
ly beat all records for any six days week and goodbye to catarrh. Try
in the history of the company, not it today on money back plan. Sold by
excepting the days of the Hudson-Fulto- E. G. Murphey and druggists
celebration, when the city was
Forty-sevent-

The Famous J8djy& Lamp
The best part of the day it the evening, when the whole family is
gathered together around the lamp.
The old days of the unoky

fireplace and flickering candle are gone forever. In their
place have come the convenient oil Move and the indispensable Rayo Lamp.

There are

y,

in the United States alone, more than 3,000,000 of then Rayo

lamps, giving their clear, white light to more than 3,000,000 homes.

Other lampa cost more, but you cannot set a better light than the low-pricIt has become to popular we may almost call it " the official
lamp

gives.

American family."
The Rayo it made of solid brass, with handsome

Rayo

of the

nickel finish
an ornament anywhere.
Ask your dealer for a Rayo lamp ; or write for descriptive circular to any agency of lb
'

Continental Oil Company
'Incorporated)

h

Co.

Ask Your Grocer for It
ed, that is to say, an iron bound or
volmechanism used in loose-lea- f
on
and
umes,
later,
Sunday evening
told Burke what he had done. Burke
claims that he did not notify the prison officials because he had been trapper into doing a wrong unknowingly,
and because he got "skeered because he had already gone too far in
the book business."

WHEN

IN

NEED

of a horse and rig get a good

one

and derive the satisfaction and realize the joy that one should get from
driving a horse that is well kept, and
gentle. We provide our patrons with
livery service at any tour
of the day or night. Cleanest stable
in town. M. L. Cooley, Phone Main
15.

n

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of
his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is
at stake.
Ke believes in his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove
permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in being
suspicious of unadvertised goods because, however much confidence the dealer or
manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to
spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

(&

Distributors

d

b--

PROCESS.

Always Pays'Ato Buy Advertised Goods

B
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about the same proportion as the
crochet In working out the garment.
These combinations are most effective, as the designs are worked out
in a way to show off the different
J
patterns to the best advantage Other
novelty lace waists for wear with the
a cuteway ,coat
Jan"
'noted
u,TZ furs i8
large trimmed models are
effect beginning at the side
t
by far tn
Dresden ribbon in suit coloring fre
ui uie present day fashions. short-hairefurs. In the very large
,
Prl . I,.,., uecreeo
J
finishes off the revers, belt
quently
mat rur is to be picture
crown
and
upper; and cuffs.
shapes the
m0re
moleskin!
laVU1Ujr
m' Beaaon brim aro Tered witn 8eal- thT
The feather bag is a novelty. This
,and 11118 command is beng 0r ermine, while the under brim is!
,
..n
if
designed to go with the feather!
Tne U8e of taved with velvet, silk maline, lace
ODeyed...... ...., nuiig
""'CL' canons, and silks combined or some such material.
niaj 11U. " ....... u . v. ,
It is certainly striking.
with fur assures a winter of rich and
A French model with broad
brimj
Jove,,er tnan
tonxing costumes. Pur trimmin? and low, round crown had the crown
a-- -.,
u .ia ,mnnaMi
.
,
appears on the richest satins, velvets
and brocades, adorns the filmiest
tirely of heads, and again the beads
laces and tulles and may even be no- with imitation seal, while the under are worked Into an embroidery d
brim was faced with cerise colored sign on a silk foundation.
ticed upon the flowing
negligee.
VAlvaf
rnooa with narlflo va.
The fur bonnet remains popular and
one can afford to be extravagant,
vet hearts formed the only trimming, is trimmed with feathers or
garlands
a coat suit of fur would not be con- Many models are shown with crown of dainty silk and gold flowers.
spicuous. Moleskin or baby lamb will of tur and a nange 0f the same edg
Earrings are no longer a fad, but
be the fur chosen for this costume,
mg the brim. Tn addition to sue. an established fashion.
but if grace is desired 6ther material
fun, as seal, mole, beaver, erm'rFLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
must be selected. There are, however,
skunk, opossum, fox, lynx, et- -, the
models in which the supple furs are more novel furs like raccoon
leopard
A STRIKE
EXPECTED
used in considerable quantity
and gkln and civet cat are also bein? e n
No woman or girl in Las Vegas can
with very good effect. These arelnlovnrt
combined with velvet, satin or chiffon
combined with gold or MlW millinery store of Mrs. Frank Strass
of the same tone in color, which ofcombination on Douglas avenue without seeing
an attractive
is
lace,
fsets the contrast in material.
Velvet hats show the crown covered something that strikes
her fancy.
Sometimes a soft dull blue, rose or with
gold lace, or an edge cf lace will Mrs. Strass and her trimmers are alviolet is introduced to relieve the be
appllqued on either the upper or ways In the lead with the latest
neutral tone. Any of these colors the under side of the brim, while a styles.
harmonizes exquisitely
with the band of fur may be passed around
taupe. A handsome suit of this class the crown and edge loops of velvet ART NEEDLEWORK SPECIAL SALE
had a short waisted coat, buttoned ribbon or ears of
Every Item displayed in our right
heavy lace, velvet.
straight up the front to the throat. satin or other material.
hand window at 25c. Stamped pillows
A close fitting peplum was slashed
The white or ecrue lace which is; to be embroidered, regular 35c and 60c
up to the girdle on the left side, where used for hats Is usually of the h.Mvi- goods at 25c. Centerpieces up to 50c
a large buckle of dull blue cloth em LBr vnrtPty anrh aa MnemMe vont.--e values at 25c: Pillow Cords at 25
broidered in silver finished the girdle.
jrlsn etc white the black lacos .re, cents; Children's Caps 35c and 50c
The same coloring and material ap- - ravored in the
lightest varieties, such goods at 25c, at the 5, 10 and 25 Cent
pearea upon the collar, cuffs and but- as Chantilly and the shadow laces. Store.
tons. This coat was worn over a A
large French model In black veliT IS AGGRAVATING
dress of taupe velvet and chiffon, with vet had a flounce of black ahadow
both aggravating and painful
is
It
touches of blue and silver about the lace
gathered around the bas? "f the to
am1
from chapped hands
suffer
bodice. A deep band of moleskin finto fall
crown, permitting the edge
Is subject
cracked
lips,
yet
ished the bottom of the skirt.
everybody
over the brim. Around the bane of
to them during this time of the year.
There are delightful models of taupe the crown wis a narrow
strip of
satin trimmed with bands of mole- skunk while a second strip encircled Schaefer's Toilet Cream will prove 8
speedy relief and its occasional use
skin. Ermine is especially popular as the
tipper side of the brim midwav
a trimming in connection with black between the crown and the edge. At will make your skin impervious to the
velvet or black and white combina- the side was a bunch of blank puia-dis- cold. You can buy it at Schaefer'
pharmacy, opera house corner.
tions of any material. Usually this
algret'.es.
la applied in bands, being far too exThere Is a return to favor of the
AFTER THOUGHT
pensive to lie used lavishly. A frock dressy mist of lace or net and its
presents are better aprpe-ciateDelayed
of black velvet and satin had a rea.' nrlDi"iu.
Crenm and ecue shades
If of a useful kind. We have
lace collar edged with ermine. This email, end about an eqml propora great many kinds of comfortable
was an exceptionally successful dress. tion ft light and heavy lacos are seen
for men, women and children
slippers
Bands of ermine are often used on in 'lie combination. Lace will !. itswhich are now on sale at a discount
evening frocks, but a dark fur usually ed for the best evening dresses.
Hedg-cock- ,
of 20 per cent. Cash only.
more effective. On the deep eral tones wll be used together as
614 Douglas avenue.
purple and mulberry velvets skunk lr well as several kinds of lace. Blond
used in great profusion. Moleskin lace in half heavy meshes will be
MELLOW AS MOONLIGHT
also combines well with these vel- worn. A moBt lovely evening prinwith age. Smooth as velvet
Ripe
"
vets.
cess gown recently seen was made this rich old Elm
Ridge Club WhisFurs are not only used for entire with the top of cream maline lace.
ky was dlst'Ued in 1890, eleven years
toilettes, coats, capes, neckpieces and The tunic was an extension of the ago. It has a rare quality and should
for trimming frocks
and bodices, Bame, and this was over a flesh be used for medicinal
purposes In
wraps and coats, but are equally pop- pink Chantilly lace, which in turn was preference to all other brands. Botular aB trimming in millinery. Both put over a black chiffon skirt. Every tled in bond, full
quarts, $2.50.
the long and the short haired varie- thing was in points. The tunic was Choice wines and
liquors. Standard
ties are In use. Skunk is perhaps the cut in points finished with tassels, brands at the Lobby Cafe and Lunch
most popular. Imitation seal is fre- and the train fell in two points at rooms,
phone orders promptly exequently seen, and ermine and mole the side and had black tassels. Imi- cuted.
are much used, in addition to real seal tation laces are now made with such
on Irish class models. Skunk and op perfection of skill as almost to equal
IN NEW YORK CITY
ossum are employed in wide and nar- the handsome sorts. It is a good plan
Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, at
row bands, the narrower bands being to study laces before buying and then Blraadway and
i
street,
used like a fringe on the edge of the select the design and make best near Central Park, an ideal location,
brim and to outline the edges of adapted to your needs.
In the retail shopping and theater
Irish crochet and filet lace waists district, with the subway, elevated
loops or donkey ears of velvet, lace,
maline, etc. Frequent use is made or crochet combined with hand em- and Burface cars at hand. A handof a narrow roll of skunk, opossum broidery, have been worn recently some, modern, beautifully furnished
mole or ermine around the crown, with the dressy velvet suits. These hotel with one of the best restauwith a flat bow of the same fur at waists are quite a departure from the rants In the city, but moderate in
one side of the crown.
Irish crochet models pre- prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 per
Not only are turbans and close-fittinviously seen, as the filet and French day up. Send for booklet Harry P.
hats shown In fur of all kinds. embroidery on batiste are used in Sttmson, manager.
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Gives the Real Facts In Regard to
Her Case and Tells How She
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DRIVE

Suffered.

exhibition' driving to compete with
other racing driveri in a fairly run

Ark. "I Buffered a comdown in health, some time
break
plete
TERRITORIAL
AUDITOR
ISSUES
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from this
STATEMENT
OF FINANCIAL
place. "I was very weak and could
CONDITION OF COUNTIES
not do any work. I tried different
remedies, but they did me no good.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 6. A state
One day, I got a bottle of Cardui. It
ment issued yesterday from the terri- did me so much good, I was surprised,
torial traveling auditor's office and and took some more.
Before I took Cardui, I had headache
signed by John Jeorns, head of that
department, shows the financial con- and backache, and sometimes I would
dition of the offices of the county cry for hours. Now I am over all that,
I
treasurers at the close of business, and can do all kinds of housework.
November 30, to have been as fol- think it is the greatest medicine on
Jonesboro,

lows:
Bernalillo county heads the list
with a balance for the month just
closed of $119,984.86; receipts for the
month amounted to $58,078.28 and disbursements, $6,981.07. Valencia comes
next with a balance of $105,094.41 ; receipts $22,256.15; disbursements
The other counties follow in
the order Indicated: Socorro, balance
$82,920.98; receipts $29,329.42; Grant
balance, $72,242.41; receipts, $48,213.-25- ;
disbursements, $29,727.49; San
Miguel, balance $64,189.74;
receipts
$37,069.87; disbursements. $19,227.12;
Chaves, balance, $53,191.67; receipts
$21,824.89; disbursements. $7,979.55;
Santa Fe, balance, $53,207.02; receipts
$36,407.97; disbursements, $3C,007.09;
Quay, balance, $50,216.62; receipls
$29,173.80; disbursements, $18,58o.S6;
Otero, balance, $47,C99.27;
receipts
$38,995.50; disbursements, $4,156.63;
Luna, balance, $47,132.33; receipts
$35,917.74; disbursements, $10,622.24;
Lincoln, balance, $44,000.25; receipts,
$6,849.90;
$1,271.00;
disbursements,
Colfax, balance, $43,641.74;
receipts
$27,006.88; disbursements, $550.16;
Rio Arriba, balance $43,392.69; re
celpts, $6,111.42; disbursements, $1,- 905.62; Dona Ana, balance $39,623.73
receipts, $3,403.17; disbursements, $5,- 579.10; Guadalupe, balance, $39,578
03; receipts, $22,170.80; disbursements,
$5,602.17; Eddy, balance, $38,949.42;
disbursements
ireceipts, $26,148.96;
$7,571.52; Union, balance, $36,891.01 ;
receipts, $21,067.76; disbursements
$2,849.43; Mora, balance, $31,609.26;
disbursements
receipts, $20,626.58;
$5,691.22; McKlnley, balance, $30,270
56; receipts, $20,008.87; disbursements
$1,406.78; Sandoval, balance, $30,127.-99- ;
receipts, $9,870.86: disbursements,
$1,540.58; Taos, balance, $29,326.31
disbursements.
$4,376.45;
receipts,
$1,452.10; Sierra, balance, $26,677.25;
receipts. $9,329.82; disbursements, $2,
820.04;
Curry, balance,' $28,092.64;
disbursements
receipts, $15,631.34;
$3,607.94;;
Roosevelt, balance, $24,
843.04; receipts, $10,049.49; disburse
ments, $3,253.68; Torrance, balance,
$19,929.30; receipts,
$11,451.99: dis
bursements, $1,907.32: San Juan, balance, $19,617.89; receipts, $13,319.80;
disbursements, $2,733.86.
A NEW
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SAN MIGUEL
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OPTIC. SATURDAY,

LOCATION

The Wallls millinery has moved Into
its new location on the east side of
Sixth street near the San Miguel Na
tional bank, and soon will be ready
to handle its business in the hand
somest and most conveniently ap
pointed room in Las Vegas. Custom
ers are invited to call and examine
the stock of seasonable and pretty
neadware.

HAS RULED

earth."
In the past fifty years, thousands of
ladies have written, like Mrs. McGill.
to tell of the benefit received from
Cardui.
Such testimony, from earnest women,
surely indicates the great value of this
tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to
women. Are you a sufferer? Yes?
Cardui is the medicine you need.
We urge you to ti-- it.
N. B. Write tn : laiks' Advisory Dept..
Chatt-nnoff-

a

Medicine Co., Chal'anonjrn, Tenn.. for Sprcui)
h k. "Home Treatment
Inrtructiont. and
(or Women," tent in plain wrapper, on request

STATEMENT.
Of the Condition of The Plaza Trust
& Savings Bank of Las Vegas,
New Mexico, December 31,
1911.

Resources.
and Discounts
$164,591.41
4,786.70
Furniture and Fixtures ..
Stocks, Securities, Etc. .. 11,000.00
Cash and sight exchange . . 28,111.49

Loan- -

Total

contest

MOTOR SPEEDWAY
HIM OFF THE
BIG TRACK.

INDIANAPOLIS

$208,489.0

Liabilities.
$ 15,000.00
Capital Stock
4
Surplus & undivided profits 2,313 0
20
191.166
Deposits

Indianapolis, Jan. 6. Although Barney Oldfield, formerly known as the
world's speed king, may . e reinstated
in the good graces of the American
Automobile association, and again
register as a motor racing driver, he
never will be allowed to drive upon
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
This is the announcement of the man
agement of the famous brick track
following the publication of a report
that Oldfield and Bob Burnham, the
present holder of the world's
straightaway, mile track and
speedway records, would meet some
time during the 1912 season in a
match race at the Motor Speedway.
Oldfield has Incurred the displeasure of the owners ot the track,
through the methods which he adopted while he was hippodromlng the
country with a string of racing cars,
and later by his attacks upon the various racing organizations and promoters in the country. For some time
he has been allowing his former manager and press agent, "Bill" Pickens,
to write newspaper articles (under
his signature, and the vitriolic attacks which these stories have made
upon the American Automobile association and the Motor Speedway have
incensed the officials of both organizations.
While in Savannah recently attending the Vanderbilt and Grand Prize
races Oldfield gave out the statement
that he desired reinstatement as a
registered racing driver. He said further that he believed many were in
favor if he would agree to cast off
Pickens. This he promised to do
and was told that his case would be
considered by the contest hoard after
has
the first of 1912. The matter
not been reopened, but probably will
be at the time of the New York autofree-for-a- ll

$208,489.60
Total
The above statement is correct
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
Cashier.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel, ss
Subscribed and sworn to before me,
this 5th day of January, 1912.
WALTER BRUCE HOKE,
Notary Public.
mobile show.
My commission expires Oct. 14, 1915.
When the article announcing a
robable match race between
NOTICE
and Burnam was called to his
To Teachers:
Carl G. Fisher, president of
attention,
will
be
examinations
midwinter
Tie
the
which owns the Indicompany
held at the court nous in Las Vegas
Motor
anapolis
Speedway, said:
8
a.
at
m., sbarp January
beginning
"Such a race on the Motor Speedway
12 and 13, 1912.
Is impossible for several reasons.
All teachers desiring to obtain cer
we would not allow Oldfield
First,
tlflcates to teach in San Miguel coun
the
upon
track, no matter when or
now
ty, that have no certificates
how he was reinstated, as he has demust present themselves on the days
cried the racing sport ever since he
set forth.
was outlawed and his very attempt at
Respectfully.
reinstatement proves his insincerity
M. F. DESMARAIS,
and his questionable methods.
J2 to 10
Superintendent
"Second, it has always been the policy of the Speedway to give its spec
63 DEGREES
BELOW ZERO
tators a race meeting of the highest
The temperature didn't go quite
standard. We never have
that low last night, but nevertheless possible the circus-riding- ,
adopted
hippodrome
It went down far enough to satisfy
method of taking money from the
the most exacting lover of winter
in
little or
public and
weather. When your business, call- return. Forgiving reason nothing
alone it
that
ing or shipping trips take you out would be impossible for Oldfield to
into the cold you can warm up quicK- put on his kind of a show and enjoy
ly by dropping into Potter's on Doug public
appreciation at the Speedway.
las avenue and drinking a cup of his In a raco where skill and nerve
were
delicious hot chocolate. A good place
necessary, Barney Oldfieid would be
to go, too, after the theater.
a poor factor, as has been proved in
the past when he left his
Old-fiel-

d

"In view of the fact hat we are
planning contests of real merit at the
Speedway and want the public to be
with us, we can ill afford to allow any
such race as is proposed by Oldfield
to be staged here. I do not say this
with an idea of underestimating Burn-hafor he hB proved himself to be
one of tue best drivers in the motor
racing sport. He has been a winner
in many big events and, were he to
be pitted againt a man his equal, a
match race between the two would
prove interesting. The Speedway It
always open to Bob Burnham."
The next event planned for the
Speedway is the second annual
International Sweepstakes race
to be run Decoration Day, May 30,
1912. It Is highly probable that a fall
race meeting will be held on Labor
day, September 2. Four entries have
been made for the first event, Including Ralph DePalma in a Mercedes.
500-mi- le

ACT QUICKLY

Has Been Dangerous In East
Las Vegas
Do the right thing at the right time.
Act quickly in time of danger.
Backache is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
II. H. Closson, 408 Grand Ave-- , East
Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "I take
just as much pleasure In recommending Doan's Kidney Pills today as I
did when I gave a public statement
1907.
In January,
In their praise
About a year ago I had occasion to
use Doan's Kidney Pills, there belne
soreness across my kidneya and trouble from the kidney secretions. This
remedy relieved me as promptly as
befora Years ago I began to suffer
from pains In my hack and I attributIf I
ed the trouble to an injury.
worked hard or brought strain on the
muscles of my loins, my back pained
severely and the least cold I caught
settled in my kidneys, aggravating
my troubles. I tried plasters and liniments but my efforts for relief were
unavailing until I commenced using
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured from
the Center Block Pharmacy.
They
proved beneficial from the first"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no, other.
Delay

NEW

d

AN AWFUL

CRA8H

China has fallen at the Bally curio
store with an awful crash. They are
actually selling all China at
off. Now is the time to purchase
those pretty pieces.
Creamers and
sugar bowls In pretty designs. Come
in and look at the assortment.
You
are sure to find something that will
take your eye. The prices are ridlcu
lously cheap.

RECORD

MADE

The Sanitary Dairy company
has
established a new record for cleanli
ness. The milk is handled in such a
manner as to keep It free from all
contamination. Every process throu
which it goes Is absolutely ster::
You can give It to the baby knowing
that his little life is safe from danger from germs, which often infect
carelessly handled milk.

.

Read The Optic.

one-thir- d

55$5SI
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SMOKE AND FIRE
The smoker can find materials to
fire his appetite for tobacco at M. M
Thompson's store on Sixth street The
best to he obtained in cigars, tobac
co and cigarettes is always kept on
hand. The stock is fresh and lovers
of the weed can always find their
brands. Remember the

TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

WILL DOLL BUILDING

place-Thomps- on's.

A MATTER

OF TASTE
Some people like Rye in preference
to Bourbon or blend whiskeys, and
right here is where we want you to
sample our Sherwood Rye. It has

that smooth, delightful flavor that
characterizes perfect whiskey, full
quart bottled in bond. All the standard whiskeys, brandies, wines and
liquors at the Opera Bar. C. T. Farley, Prop.
WIILLUinD

CHAS. LEWIS

FATHER IS GROUCHY
When ho comes home to find din
ner not ready, the house littered up
and mother worn out trying to get
the family washing out. Then he
has another grouch when ironing
day comes and of course the rest ot
the folks are grouchy, too. It's money
and energy saved to send the washing to the Las Vegas Steam Laundry.
Phone Main 81.

'FORT

Canned
v
egeiames
and
Preserved Fruits

AND

HUNTS

Canned

CfTPDtflffl?

and
Berries

kJUl HU1T1U

Delicious
as
The Fresh
From the
Garden

and

Fruits

The Orchard

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

.Order These Brands And You will be
Delighted With Their Flavor and Quality

POUR

LAS

lie

gaily

(Dyttc

DAILY,

BY

BLIZZARD

CARRIER

Per Copy
One Week
One Month
One Year

15
66
7.50

OAILY BY MAIL:

YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
York, Jan. 6. Price changes
were few and relatively unimportant
today at the opening of the market,
which soon developed an irregular
tone. Fractional gains were made by
Lehigh Valley, American Can preferred and a few minor issues. The
market leaders scarcely moved either
way. Slight recessions were made in
New York Central, American Smelt-

ing and Erie first preferred. Trading
was extremely light.
The movement in the first, hour was
irregular and the range extremely limited, realizing in Lehigh
Valley,
American Can preferred and Rock Island preferred was offset by bidding
up of other specialties. Interborough
Metropolitan preferred rose over a
point. Western Union also gained
By 11 o'clock the trend of the
active stock had become definitely
downward.
The market closed firm. Covering
by the short interests infused a better
tone into the prominent stock during
the closing hour, prices, however,
hung around yesterday's final figures
and the demand was light. Central
Leather stocks and bonds were depressed on reports of poor earnings.
American Beet Sugar fell a large f rac- tion and south Porto Rico Sugar sev- en points. Closing sales were as fol-- j
lows:
Amalgamated Copper 66; Ameri- can Beet Sugar, bid, 115; Atchison
105; Great Northern 128; New York
Central 106;
Northern Pacific
118; Reading 157: Southern Pacific 111; Union Pacific 171; United States Steel 63; United States
Steel, preferred, bid, 111.

SWEEPSlg

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER.
One Year
Six Months

J2.00
1.00

(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip
tions).
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If aent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR.

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In Northwestern
New Mexico.
JANUARY

THE EASTERN STATES
(Continued

$6.00
3.00

6, 1912.

BURNS INDICTMENT
QUASHED

from

Page One)

Police Care for Freezing People
St. Louis, Jan. 6. Temperatures in
northeastern Missouri ranged as low
as 10 degrees below zero today. In
southern Illinois at Cairo, the thermo-- ;
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
meter stood 12 degrees above. The
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 6. Cattle,!
heavy snow which fell over Missouri receipts 1,000, including 50 southerns.
extended into Arkansas.
Market steady. Native steers $5. 25
In St. Louis it was 2 degrees be
8.25; southern steers $4.756.25;
low and street car service was de- southern cows and heifers
$34.75;
moralized by the snow which drifted native cowis and heUJers

heavily. Women and children were
cared for at police stations and 900
DETECTIVE IS RELEASED FROM
homeless men sought refuge at the
CHARGES
OF
KIDNAPING
police shelter.
JAMES J. MJNAMARA
A. B.

J

GEHRING

ENGINEERS
MEET IN SEATTLE.
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 6. The Pacific
Northwest Society of Engineers held
its annual meeting in this city today
with an attendance of many prominent members of the profession from

several states.
CURLERS
Quebec, Jan.

VISIT QUEBEC.
6.

Great preparations

are making for the reception and entertainment of the Scottlsn cuners
who will arrive in this cny tomorrow.
On Monday and Tuesday the visitors
will engage in a series of matches
with the Quebec and Victoria clubs.
STOMACH

DISTRESS
AND DYSPEPSIA

GC

Makes Upset
Stomachs
Diapepsin
Feel Fine In Five Minutes

m

$50,000.00.
ft

i

NEW TEAR

AND

Hv4 im

Thank you for the business you
have favored me with during the
past and Solicit the continuance
of our pleasant relations, but to
continue business under the EXISTING CONDITIONS is not fair
to my customers nor to myself.

suing ten days all "automobiledom"
its eyes and steps toward
Beginning tonight and continuing through the coming week the
Twelfth National Automobile show is
to hold forth in Madison Square Garden. Simultaneously the annual exhibition of the National Association of
Automobile Manufacturers is to be
held In the new Grand Central palace.
Months, in fact almost a year, have
been spent in perfecting plans and
making ready for the two shows. The
Madison Square Garden show is
to pleasure cars, while both
pleasure and commercial vehicles are
to be displayed during the weel at
the Grand Central palace. The promoters of both enterprises predict
that new records for attendance and
general success will be established.
will turn
this city.

con-line- d

have DECIDED to revise my
mode of doing business and
I

HEREAFTER will makethe lowest cash price to those who wish
to pay cash, to thosewho desire
Credit it can be had ONLY on

THE PROPER WAY
should be managed like any
other business enterprise. The housewife should open a household bank
account, make regular deposits, pay
her bills by check. It is the safe and
We appreciate small
better way.
house checking accounts as well as
large ones. Suppose you try the
proper way. First National Bank.
A home

approved security.
All Statements rendered on the
1st of each month must be
Settled on or before the. ioth; all
Statements rendered on the 15th
of each month.

GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric sign at
your place of business you will have
done something for yourself as well
as your city, for an electric sign is the
modern great white way of advertising. Keeps your name constantly before the eyes of the purchasing public and helps to make Las Vegas look
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
Light and Power company.

MUST BE SETTLED BY THE 20TH

RED HOT STUFF
When you buy coal you want the
best quality that money will buy.
Well, that's Yankee coal, finest grade
for the furnace and the range. A
trial order will convince you that it
Is the best what is. We deliver with

despatch.

I

Coots Lumfier

Phone us

Co.

ELECTION FRAUDS PUNISHED.
Crowly, La., Jan. 6. Wholesale reg-

istration frauds, involving probably
20 per cent of the democratic voters
of Acadia parish, are alleged in a
series of 800 suits, the filing of which
is under way in the circuit court here.
The suits pray for a mandamus writ
d
directing Registrator of Votes
to strike the names of the alleged illegal voters from the rolls.

D, BOUCHER
IHE COFFEE

MAN

Lor-man-

GREAT

PRE-INVENTOR-

SALE OFFERS

Y

DISCOUNTS IN ALL

HOSKIN5. C.ihier

VEGAS

DEPARTMENTS

STOCKS MUST BE REDUCED
Dresses, Coats and Sviits

Interest Pali oi Time Deposits

yfjMM

A HAPPY

NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOW.
New York, Jan. 6. During the en-

fI

Surplus

$100,000.00

Two
Los
more blanket indictments were returned today by the federal grand
Jury in the national dynamite con
spiracy case. Three additional char
es are enumerated in the new bills
againBt Olaf Tveitmoe, Anton Johann
sen, E. A. Clat: ; and J. E. Munsey,
the labof leaders Indicted last week

WISH YOU

HARDWARE CO.

As there is often someone in your
family who suffers an attack of indior some form of stomach
$2.757; gestion
trouble,
why don't you keep some
stockers and feeders $46; bulls $3.25
in the house handy?
Diapepsin
western
5.25; calves $4.258;
harmless blessing will digest
This
steers $4.757; western cows $35.
can eat without the
Market anything you
1,500.
Hogs,
receipts
discomfort, and overcome a
slightest
5
to
of
Bulk
cents
strong
higher.
sour, gassy stomach five minutes
sales $5.856.20; heavy $6.20
after.
6.25; packers and butchers $6625;
Tell your pharmacist to let you read
lights $5.706.15; pigs $4.255.25. the
formula, plainly printed on these
Sheep, receipts, none. Market steacases of Pape's Diapepsin,
Muttons l$3.254.25; lmbs
dy.
then you will readily see why it makes
lambs $4.756.40; fed wethers and
sour stomach, heartIndige&tltt,- yearlings $3.505.25; fed ewes $2.75 burn and other distress go In five
minutes, and relieves at once such
miseries as belching of gas, eructaCHICAGO LIVE STOSK
tions of sour, undigested food, nausea,
Chicago, Jan. 6. Cattle,
receipts
headaches, dizziness, constipation and
600. Market steady.
Beeves $4.75
stomach disorders.
other
8.50; Texas steers $4.255.80; westSome folks have tried so long to find
ern steers $4.306.60; stockers and
relief from indigestion and dyspesia
feeders $3.255.70; cows and heifstomach with the
or an
ers $24.50; calves $5.508.50.
cures advertised
every-da- y
common,
Market slow
Hogs, receipts 11,000.
have about made up their
that
they
5 cents higher.
Lights $5.956.25; minds that
they have something else
mixed $66.37; heavy $66.42;
or believe theirs is a case of
wrong,
rough $66.15; good to choice heavy nervousness, gastritis, catarrh of the
$6.156.42; uigs $4.9O5.70; bulk stomach or cancer.
of sales $6.156.35.
This, no doubt, is a serious mistake.
Market strong. NaSheep, 1,500.
Your real trouble is, what you eat
tive $2. 75 4.60; western $3.25
does not digest; instead, it ferments
4.65; yearlings $4.655.80; lambs, and sours, turns to acid,
gas and
native $4.256.60; western $4.75
stomach poison, which puterfy in the
6.65.
digestive tract and intestines, and be
breath with nauseROBINSON TO FLY IN RUSSIA. sides, poison the
ous
odors.
New York, Jan. 6. Hugh Robinson,
A hearty appetite, with thorough
the well known aviator, sailed today
and without the slightest
dgiestion,
he
en route to St. Petersburg, where
is to give demonstrations In the cur-tls- s dlsoomfort or misery of the stomach,
as soon as you dehydroaeroplane recently pur- is waiting for you
chased by the Russian government. cide to try Pape's Diapepsin.

LA
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Two More Indictments
Angeles, Calif., Jan. 6.

TO NY MANY PATRONS

PLUMBER
QUICK?

1.

grees below was registered here and
in many parts of Kansas. A fall of
from two to six inches of snow accompanied the drop in temperature.
All trains from the west were delayed and telegraph wires were down
in many places. The cold wave in
the southwest was central over western Kansas, Oklahoma and the Texas
Panhandle, where a biting north wind
swept across the country at 30 miles
an hour. The temperature at Oklahoma City was two below, at Wichita
8 below, a drop of from 10 to 15
degrees in that section since yesterwere
day morning.
Temperatures
higher with rain in eastern Texas and
Arkansas. At Fort Worth it was 42
and at Little Rock S6.

Indianapolis, Jan. 6. Federal Judge
Anderson today Issued a writ of THROWS THE BLAME
habeas corpus, releasing Detective
William J. Burns from the custody of
ON WALL STREET
the county authorities. His bondsmen
had surrendered him to the county
criminal court, where he stands indicted on the charge of kidnaping .T. SENATOR LA FOLLETTE SAYS FI
NANCIAL INSTITUTIONS HAVE
J. McNamara.
CAUSED THE PANICS.
Spurgeon P.
prominent
labor leader and business agent of
Jan. 6 That Wall
Danville, 111.,
the district council of the Internais
street
for every panic
responsible
tional Brotherhood of Carpenters and
suffered
the
has
and none
country
cam-with
forward
Joiners, today
the
if
federal
occurred
the
would
have
declaration
men
that
caused the four dynamite explosions government, when the first symptoms
In this city at midnight on October appeared, had threatened to sue for
for the principal bank
24, 1909.
This followed the statement receivership
stemmed
of Charles A, Bookwalter, former ing institutions unless they
was owciared by Senathe
disaster,
mayor, that local labor leaders were tor Robert M. La Follette in the clos
informed by him two years ago as
of his speaking cam
to who had directed the explosions ing addressing
in
Illinois
today.
of the property of Albert Von Sprcek-elsen- , paign
Water should be squeezed out of
an "open shop" contractor.
over capitalized corporations, he said,
Meadow's assertion was made in and the
government should prevent
connection with a report that the fed- their
combining with banks to exploit
were investigating the
eral authorities
public for profit. On the subject
hether or not other unions were of conservation, Senator La Follette
interested with the Iron workers in talked at length.
laving the Von Spreckelsen property
Senator La Follette left this city
,
destroyed.
for Terre Haute, Ind., where he is
Conferences of men alleged to have scheduled to speak late today. Toaccomplished the explosions were night he will deliver an address at
held in a hotel owned by John Half-man-, Richmond, Ind.
who said today he had testified
before the county grand Jury last
year that Meadows attended some of
these conferences. This Meadows denied. But he admitted meeting at
Halfman's place walking delegates for
Capital Paid in
unions that were endeavoring to persuade nonunion men to quit work on
conone of the Von Spreckelsen's
tracts nearby.
t
Paving the way for the testimony of
Ortie E. McManlgal, enroute to this
(?
J. M. CUNNINGHAM. Pretldent
city W. J. Burns appeared before the
FRANK' SPRINQER Vice President
federal grand Jury today.
The writ Is returnable on JaJnuary
11, when the case will be argued be
fore Judge Anderson. Burns will of
fer the pl'i that in removing John J.
McNamara to Los Angeles he was
acting within the provisions of tit
federal statutes and cannot be prosecuted under the Indiana law govern
ing extradition. Two Indictments are
pending against Burns and Detective
Hosick of Los Angeles, charging kid
naping and conspiracy to kidnap,
Burns testified earlier today before
the federal grand Jury in connection
with the alleged dynamite conspiracy.

Do You Need a

NEW
'
New

$ .05

One Year
Six Months

SATURDAY,

TODAY'S MARKETS

1879.

TERM3 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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together' with 'fte McNamara bothers

and McManlgal, but United.
States
District Attorney A. L McCormick Intimated thai arrests or other men
PUBUSHED BY
might occur both In San Francisco
and Los Angeles at any time.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated)
Judge Wellborn adjourned court after ordering that bench warrants be
M. M. PADGETT
.EDITOR issued. Immediately after filing the
indictments the grand jury presented
its final report and was discharged.
It was later learned, that no arrests
were expected heje, today, and this
Entered at the Postofflce at East was taken as an indication that
only
Las Vegas. New Mexico, for transmis- those named in the first true bill had
sion through the United States Mails been
as second class matter.
ESTABLISHED

VEOAS DAILY

..AT MORE THAN...

A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because
everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.

l!

OFF

1- -2
THE

STORE

OF QUALITY"

OAC
iARACHS
E. Las Vegas
n.m:

op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

HI

.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

ft Prescriptionisl

j Socictp notes

PERSONALS
Vidal OrtU, county commissioner-elect- ,
came ia last night from Santa

Fa,

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
nd why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling.' Every
prescription leaving our
tore is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may fee) wfe
and sure if we fiU your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

P. J. Bates of Albuquerque arrived
from the south and was in
Vtaa today on business.
Bugenio Romero returned last night
trom Bstancla, where he has been
looking after his business interests.
A. TJ. Keen arrived
yesterday aft-ernoon from his home in Canada and
will spend the wintnr in sis Wtas
Henry Washburn came in last
night from his home in Wagon Mound
on a ahort business
trip to Las

last night

1

CO.

TO

The Harmony club began the
right with an open meeting, en
tertaining the husbands of the mem
bers on Thursday evening.
Mrs.
G. L. Swearingen was hostess at her
home, 916 National avenue, and the
gathering was one of the liveliest and
most enjoyable ever held by the
club.
Practically, everv mem
bers of the organization was present,
making up six tables of progressive
spelling which was the principal game
of the evening. Several musical numbers were rendered by the talented
members of the club. Mrs. Charles
O'Mlaley played a violin solo, Miss
WoodB a piano solo and Charles
sang several songs. Delicious
refreshments were served and it is
said that it was midnight before the
comRany broke up.

.

Exceptional Values in
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
These Garments were Selected
From au Immense Line of samples, and Combine Service and
Daintiness.

Drawers, Skirts, Gowns, Corset Covers and Conbination
Suits.

25c
35c
50c
75c

1.15
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.25

Value
Value
Value
Value

Vaine
Value
Value
Value
Value

at
at
at

19c

25c
39c
49c

at
at
at
at
at

at

79c

89c
98c
1.29
1.69

HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

KHUN

ADMITS

COMMITTED

hi

MURDER

(Continued Prom Page One)
cused clergyman. In the office were
nearly a dozen newspaper men to
whom Mr. Morse said:
"Gentlemen, I now give you Mr.
Kicheson's confession."
Typewritten sheets containing the
confession were then handed to the
newspaper men and those who paused
to ask for some further explanation
were told that there was nothing
more to be said at this time. The fact
that the confession was dated three
days ago was pointed out to the counsel, but they refused to comment on

it

said:
District Attorney Pellitier
"The trial will go on just the same,
no matter what statement may be issued by Richeson.
Richeson" was indicted for the,, murder in the first degree of Miss LJn-neby giving her cyanide of potassium. The penalty for such a crime
in Massachusetts is electrocution.
District Attorney Pellitier later ad
mitted that Richeson possibly might
be brought into court before the day
set for the trial, but that such action
would depend on the attitude of his
counsel. This was regarded as inacdicating that some legal way to
cept a plea of guilty of murder In the
second degree and permit a life sentence might be found.
Late this afternoon Mr. Pellitier
said: "I have no (?:scretion in this
matter except to accept a first deacgree plea of guilty. 1 shall not
manor
cept a second degree plea
slaughter plea. Poisoning is a first
degree offense and you cannot make
anything else out of it."
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Bdmands, parents of Miss Violet Bdmands, to
whom Richeson was engaged to be
married, refused to comment on the
confession. Neither would they say
where their daughter was staying at
present.
ll
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Beginning Feb. ist. 1912, we shall inaugurate a cash system, and do away entirely with
extending credit to any one.

Har-man- y

Mr. and Mrs. E. It. Croiip, of San
chez, came in yesterday afternoon
from their home and were in Las Ve
gas today.
E. D. Raynolds, cashier of the First
National bank, of Las Vegas, returned
last night from Santa Fe and Taos
where he had been on business.
A delightful surprise was received
Dr. W. T. Hrown, of the Valmora
In
Las Vegas today In the announceIndustrial sanatorium, and Hector
Kearney of Watious drove in yester ment of the marriage of Miss Cora
Pettljohn and Allan G. Aldrich, toth
day afternoon to purchase upplies.
P. J. Moran.
former
residents of I.as Vegas, which
noetofflce
inspector
with headquarters
in Albuquerque, occurred on January 2 in lxs Angecame last night from the Duke City les. Mrs. Aldrich is a talented girl
on business.
and has many friends in this city.
Attorney Charles a. Spiess re- She went to California the early part
Mr.
turned last night from Santa Fe ot last year to study music.
where he has been several days on Aldrich has been on the Pacific coast
for over a year and a half, but prelegal business.
Miss Lena Griffith arrived this aft- vious to that time resided in Las Veernoon from Raton en route to her gas and was in the employ of Gross
home In Socorro and will spend Sun- Kelly and company.
is well
He
day with friends in Las Vegas.
known In this vicinity. The many
Mrs. Bernard Ilfeld left this after- friends of the couple in the Meadow
noon for her home in Albuquerque. City wish them
happines and prosShe stopped off in Las Vegas la3t perity. Miss Pettijhon is the daughnight on her way from Boston to the ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Buck of
Duke City.
this city.
Stephen Powers returned last night
4 V
from Raton and other points along
The
Epworth league of the First
the Santa Fe in New Mexico where
he had been in the interests of the Methodist church has announced a social for next Tuesday evening in the
Agua Pura company.
Fred Colby of Crystal Lake, 111., ar- church parlors. All members of. the
rived last night from the East and league and their friends' are cordially
will be In Las Vegas a short time Invited to attend the affair. In the
looking after land interests. Mr. past the Epworth league has afforded
Colby owns a tract of dry farm land many enjoyable social functions but
on the mesa.
the one on Tuesday evening promises
L. C. Ilfeld, state senator-elec- t,
re to be equal to the best. This is the
turned last night from
short busi- first church social for several months
ness trip to Santa Fe. Mr. Ilfeld will and the prospects are for a large atreside in Santa Fe during tne session tendance.
of the senate and was in the Capital
V V V
City relative to securing quarters.
numerous other at
to
the
Owing
City Clerk Charles Tamme left this
on the evening of January
tractions
afternoon for Raton to attend the
1 no meeting of the Fraternal Brothmeeting of the board of regents of
the Miners' hospital in the gate City erhood was held this week but the
1912 will be held
which, is to be held there this evening. first meeting ot
Mr. Tatifmeis" a "member of the board. Monday evening in the O. R. C. hall.
over
Miss Bessie Tipton of WJatrous was Important business remaining
in Las Vegas this morning, leaving from last year will be brought up for
this afternoon for Wagon Mound. settlement and a large attendance is
Miss Tipton is teaching school in desired.
Shoemaker and went 10 Wagon
Mound to attend a teachers' meeting.
Las Vegas lodge No. 408 B. P. O.
Richard Simon, who has been in E. will hold its regular
Las Vegas for the past week visiting meeting Tuesday night in its lodge
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenclay, will room in the O. R. C. hall. This is
leave Monday morning for his home the first meeting of the year 1912 and
in Seattle, Wash.
Mr. Simon will be a large attendance is desired to start
joined here by his brother, S. Simon, the new year right.
of Denver, tomorrow, who will accom
m
pany him to Seattle where he expects
The Women's Home Missionary soto locate- permanently.
ciety of the First Methodist church
W. A. ,'Voltz, representing the sales held its first
meeting of the new
department of the Edison Phonograph year Thursday afternoon with Mrs. J.
company, was in Las Vegas today vis C. Johnsen, 814 Seventh street.
iting the Rosenthal Furniture com
pany. local agents for Thomas A. Edi
The Ladies' Altar society of the
Mr. Voltz covers
son, incorporated.
Church of the Immaculate Concep!this .territory once each year and if
tion held a
Wednesday afterat th6 present time bound for Santa noon at the meeting
home of Mrs. P. J. Emen-ake- r
Fe, Albuquerque and other points in
on Eighth street.

We Shall Make no Deviation And Sell for Cash Only.
Our reason for so doing is in order to compete with the mail order houses who get thousands
of dollars from our city and the surrounding country each month.
If we sell for cash only', we can sell just as cheaply and give you better; service and satis
faction than the largest of the Hail Order Mouses.

--

Phone Main

OPTIC, SATURDAY,

You wiil not be justified in sending your money away for Groceries or other goods,

but

spend the money at home where it belongs.
& Co. nontgdmery Ward &
The reasons.
Order Houses, can and do under sell your local merchants are,
Sears-Roebu-

1st,

2nd,
3rd.

4th.
5th.
6th.

i

7th.

8th.

ck

Co.

and hundreds, of other Mail

They have no loss for failure to collect.
They have no loss for failure to charge.
They receive the money for the goods in advance of furnishing the same,
They sell to you in larger quantities than you buy from your local merchant.
They have less broken packages.
They sell m ire in original packages, and have less shrinkage.
They don't have to make good every little article like your local Grocer does:
When you buy a single can of Corn or Tomatoes from your local grocery, and it is
not up to the standard, you phone him and he immeadiately replaces it with an
other: but when you buy a case of Corn or Tomatoes from the Mail Order Houses'
and you find two or more bad cans, rather than go to the trouble to correspond,
you stand the loss your self. We make it good.
It costs just as much to deliver a small parcel as a large case, and your orders to
the Mail Order Houses are generally larger than those in Jwhich you favor your

locaKmerchant.
oth.
10th.

nh.
12th

They save on bookeeping expense.
They save on collections.
Theyksave payingainterest, and instead get the free use of money by reason of your
paying in aavanceand discount their bills with your money.
They don't deviate from their system.,
Under our new system, when you purchase from us, we will sell just as low as the
MailOrderHouses, andin addition furnish better service and better goods.
on a strictly cash basis, we can and will sell you goods at a saving of from 10 to 20 per
3
cent or more, making it average to you at least
percent, meaning a saving of enough to pay for
a two months grocery bill in a year.
By selling

16-2--

IS

IT

WORTH

WHILE?

-

New Mexico.
R. B. Schoonmaker

of Harvey's
mountain ranch, 25 miles north of Las
Vegas, is in the city spending several days. Mr. Schoonmaker reports
that the lowest temperature observed
at that high altitude was eight degrees below zero and though the snowfall has been heavy the roads between
here and the ranch are not obstructed,
which fact is due largely to the lack
of high winds whicn drift the snow.
However, Mr. Schoonmaker stated
that the highest temperature that he
had observed was 32 degrees. He
says that there is practically no snow
on the south slopes of the mountains
anoVtbat the cattle have awpenfeiydl
from the Btotasjb

WE 8ELL FIRE INSURANCE
AS WELL AS REAL
etsfer
Don't forgetftfcat
the Occidental Fire Ins. Co:, of Albuquerque. "The New Mexico Company,"
The Northern of London and the Colonial (National) sof Hartford, and
that we wilj he glad to havo a share
HOW MANY TIMES
The Inof your Insurance business
Have you wished yon had a good vestment and Agency Corporation,
likeness of some near dear relative Geo. A. Fleming, Mgr.
a portrait that was a true likenesk,
a
with every characteristic Hne and
THINGS THAT GLITTER
In our portral:
natural expression.
and that are worth hav- and
sparkle
the
work we study our subject, get
he seen in the windows
out ine are to
of the city's leading
cases
proper pose and light, that's why
show
and
work is artistic. Waterman's Portrait teweler. We are doing a big busi
Studio on the Plasa.
ness for we have demonstrated that
and
new and
Bed our stock is
Sablno
All kinds of furniture repaired.
are
right
that our prices
Vasteads gilded and enameled at the
and watchmaker,
D. Lujaa . Jewe4r
3.
avenue.
riety Shop, 103 Douglas
Bridge street.
Frtdenatine.

ESWf

rf

I

Mrs. David Rosenwald was hostess
tn thn Timsdav
Afternoon Rrldee
Whist club at the regular
weekly
meeting at her home on Seventh
street.

The Thursday Afternoon Bridge
Whist club was entertained this week
by Mrs. Emma Cohn at her home on
National avenue west of the Plaza
park.
V

l

The Friday Afternoon Bridge Whist
met yesterday afternoon with
Erie Hoke at her home on
Eighth street
club
Mrs.

Mrs. Charles Danziger entertained
the Wednesday Afternoon Sewing
club this week at the Danziger home
oh Eighth street

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Christian church met Thursday after-no- n
with Mrs. F. B. Selsor at her
home 919 Fourth street.

SIR 3TANDFARD

FLEMING

85.

Ottawa, Ont, Jan. 6 Sir Standfard
Fleming, the eminent railroad builder
ano capitalist, will celebrate his 85th
tomorrow.
birthday
anniversary
of St
Commander
a
Though
Knight
Michael and St. George and a director
of the Canadian Pacific railroad and
numerous great industrial concerns,
Sir Standfard is proudest of his title
of "father of the Pacific cable and ot
the
system of time notation."

By Setting Strictly For Camh, It Saves Expense ot Extra Book-keepi-

ng

It saves the cost of collecting.
It does away with the loss of bad accounts.
It does away with the failure to

charge-I-

t

does away with errors and
We expectto and can, do twice the business on the same capital and at less expense.
It will enable us to discount our bills, and take every advantage of the market, buy in
largerquantities, buy for less and sell for less.

-

Those who do purchase from us for cash, will not have to pay extra to equalize the'extra cost for
those who buy on credit.
You can reduce the cost of living and live better, you will not have to stint yourself or ask
any favors.
Try it when we adopt the system Feb. 1st, and we feel sure that yon will not go back again to the old

system'of buying on credit.

Pay Gash And Pay Less And Be Independent
There have been in the past several who have tried the spot cash system, but they made the mistake
of "making exception", hence their failure. We shall profit by the
experience of our predecessors,
and will not repeat their fatal mistakes, so we shall make no exceptions and will treat
every one alike
this
will meet with your approval and hearty
Trusting that
and assuring you it will result
I am,
to our mutual benefit,
Very respectfully yours,

IKE DA VIS

six
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DELINQUENT rrrar;
TAX LIST A.
D. 1910
NOTICE

Of land bd. N by D. Padilla. S
HOW'S THI8T
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
by arroyo, E by arroyo, W by Pecos
boose and lot bd. N by arroyo. ward for any case of Catarrh that
8 by road, E by Pablo Duran, W by cannot be cured by Halls Catarrh
Valuation of real estate Cure.
Beposa.
F. J. CHENEY a CO., Toledo, O.
$172. of personal pro pert. $13, total
We, the undersigned, have known
valuation $185, leas exemption
$85,
balance subject to tax $100. Taxes F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,Inand
honorable
all
$2.20, penalty 11c, publication $1.05; believe him perfectly and
financially
business transactions,
total $3.36.
to carry out obligations made by
Crescenciano Baca. All taxes. 4 acres able firm.
of land bounded N by P. street, S by his
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Plasa, E by J. Martinez. W by Jose-f- a
Toledo, O.
Martinez. Valuation of real estate
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in
and amount subject to tax $120. Tax- ternally, acting directly upon the
es $5.28, penalty 26c, publication 36c, blood and mucous surfaces of the systotal $5.89.
tem. Testimonials sent free. Price
Placido Baca y Baca. All taxes. 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
Valuain
Tecolote
Interest
grant
gists.
tion and amount subject to tax $100.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
Taxes $4.40, penalty 22c, publication pation.
16c; total $4.97.
Vivianita V. de Baca. All taxes.
When buying a cough medicine for
acres of land bounded N by J.
8 byfinesa, E by Pecos river, children bear in mind that Chamber
Valuation ot real Iain's Cough Remedy is most effectual
W by P. Domain.
estate and amount subject to tax $88. for colds, croup andnowhoping cough
harmful drug.
that It contains
Taxes $3.87, penalty 19c, publication and sale
For
by all druggists.
35c: total $4.41.
Faustin Baca. All taxes. Lot and
improvements' bounded N by P. Baca,
When given as soon as the croupy
S by P. Baca, E by P. Baca, W by
Chamberlain's Cough
p n.uran. Valuation of real estate cough appears
will ward off an attack of
Remedy
total
$105,
of
$20,
personal property
and prevent all danger
and
valuation and amount subject to tax croup
of anxietycause
Thousands of
29c,
puu
Taxes $5.76, penalty
$125.
mothers use it successfully. For sale
lication 35c total $6.40.
Francisco Duran. All taxes. 4 acres by all druggists.
by
of land bounded N by P. road,
Pecos river, S by J. Sandoval, W by
Estray Advertisement
in
San
arroyo; lot and improvements
Notice is hereby given to whom it
E
L.
Montoya,
by
Miguel bd. N by
P. street, W by public land. Valua- may concern that the following detion of real estate $95, of personal scribed estray animal was taken up by
property $198, total valuation ana J. W. Collier, Estancla, N M., Nov.

Amount Not Lm Than $25.00
To all Taxpayers of San Miguel
county. Now Mexico, who are delinquent for the first and second half or
lor all taxes of the year A. D. 1910,
la the amount of not less than tsswi
To the delinquent taxpayers in the
tax list whose taxes are not
jouowing
mm than $25.00, Greeting:
You are hereby notified that I will
on the 10th. day of February, A. p.
1812, apply to the district court held
In and for the said county of San Miguel In the Territory of New Mexico,
or Judgment against all parties named in the following: delinquent tax
list, and against the lands, real estate
and personal property described in
aid list, together with costs and penalties, and for an order to sell said
lands, real estate and personal property to satisfy such Judgment.
You are hereby further notified
that within thirty days after the rendition of judgment against tbe property described in the folowlng delinquent tax list, that after having given
notice by a handbill os(ed at the
front door of the building In which
the district court for the sa'ri county
of San Miguel is held, at least ten
days prior to the day of sale, that I
wll offer for sale at public auction in
front of said building, the real estate
and personal property described in amount
subject to tax $293. Taxes
paid notice, against which judgment
67c, publication 70c;
lias been rendered, for the amount of $13.41, penalty
$14.78.
taxes, penalties and costs due there- total
s
Casimiro Garcia. Aall taxes. 40
on.
N by C, Rivera,
bounded
of
land
This publication is not made withW by Pecos river, E
in the time prescribed by law by S by F Lucero
and lot bd.
reason of there being only one tax by Pecos ditch; S house
C. Rivera,
by F. Garcia, W by
roll of A. D. 1910, in the office of the N by
road
E by public
of J. M. Montoya,
colector
treasurer and
estate
$60, of perreal
of
Valuation
Mexf!ie county of San Miguel, New
sonal nrooertv $15. itotal valuation
ico, wh'ch tax roll is almost in
amount subject to tax $75. Taxand
use In the transaction of the
es
$3.36,
penalty 17c, publication 70c,
regular business of the office, it therefore being Impossible to make said total $4.23.
Julio Urtado. All taxes 8 varas ot
list within the time prescribed by
'.and bd. N and E by A. Tapia. S by
law.
.luan Tapia, VV by ditch; house and
ETTGENIO ROMERO,
D. Tapia, S by road, E
Collector of iot bd. N by
Treasurer and
by hill, W by L. Tapia. Valuation
San Miguel County, New Mexico.
of real estate $62, of personal property $291, total valuation $453, less
NOTICE.
exemption $130, balance subject to
Amounts Under $25.00.
77c,
To all taxpayers of San Miguel tax $323. Taxes $15.42, penalty
70c; total $16.89.
county, New Mexico, who are delin- publication Precinct
No. 2
quent for the first or second half or
Eligio Aragon. All taxes. 100 vaall taxes of A. D. 1910.
To all persons named In the an- ras of land bd. N by A. Madrll, S by
nexed list whose taxes are below the Celso Baca, E by hill, W by river;
bouse and lot bounded N, E and S by
sum of $25.00, Greeting:
ValYou are hereby notified that on the public land, W by A. Martinez.
lOtb day of February, A. D. 1912, be- uation of real estate $220, of personal
$285,
tween the hours of 10 o'clock in the property $65, total valuation
$85, balance subject
les
sexemption
mrenoon and 4 o'clock in the afternoon of said day,
at the court
(Continued on Page Nine)
bouse in San Miguel county, I shall
offer for sale and sell to the highest
t'idder for cash, the property de- -'
THAT HUNGRY FEELING
rihed in th following list on which
It you enjoy real old fashioned
the tax delinnnpnt amounts to less
food that is clean and
n 125.00,
and shall continue said home cooking,
from day to day until all the well prepared and nicely served, try
hereinafter described property shall our 25 cent meals. Rooms to rent
old or until the amount due The Montezuma Restaurant, 604 Lineon shall be paid or realized. And
in case there Is no purchaser In good coln avenue.
faith bidding upon said property, then
FOND OF OYSTERS7
the same shall be struck off to San
Most every one enoys good fresh
MItp! county as the purchaser.
This publication is not made within
at this season of the year. We
the time prescribed by law by reason oysters
Aristocrat oyster, which '.s
handle
the
of there being onlv one tax roll of
us regularly from Great
to
D
A.
1910 In the office of the treas- shipped
urer and
collector of the South bay, Long Island, N. Y. The
county of San Miguel, New Mexico, only place in the world where this
which tax roll Is In almost constant famous
oyster is grown. If you are
use in the transaction of the regular
of
fond
oysters, get the Blue Point
business of the office, it therefore
being Impossible to make Bald list habit. Sold only by Stearns.
within the time prescribed bv law.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Do you know that fully nine out of
Treasurer and
Collector
ten cases of rheumatism are
of San Miguel County, New Mexico. every rheumatism of the muscles due
simply
to cold or damp, or chronic rheumaPrecinct No. 1
tism, and require no Internal treatPlacldo Baca. Second half of tax- ment whatever? Apply Chamberlain's
es. 120 vara a of land bounded N by Liniment freely and see how quickly
J .Cook, S by P. road, E by Pecos It gives relief. For sale by all drugriver, W by town of San Miguel; 100 gists.

SATURDAY

OPTiC,

Villa-nuev-

JANUARY

6,

lili

Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal v as taken up by
V. P. Harrington,
Laguna, N. M., Dec.

THE

T5he

Optic

19, 1911.
To-wi- t:

6

va-ra-

con-eta-

o

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

1911.

One small white cow five

To-wi- t:

years old.
Branded
On left

MjA

flSR

ribs

Ear mark
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10

days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of tho
owner when iound.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
Estray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom it

may concern that tbe following described estray animal was taken up by
J. M. Shaw, Estancla, N. M., Nov 24
1911.

One roan cow,
lbs., about 48 inches.

To-wi- t:

700

years,

Branded
On left ribs

Ear mark
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or

ORDER

SHOR1

THE

GOODS

BEST

CAFE

AND

DINNER

AND REGULAR

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

One red mottled face cow,

year

WANT

On left ribs

Ear mark

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby jiven to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
V. P, Harrington.
Laguna, N. M Dec.

COLUMN
aTEI

fun classified adver

TlSEMENTS
per line each Insertion
.atlmatt six ordinary words to a
No ad to occupy leas space than
in
Ah advertlsemsnta chary-Mwo line
will be booked at spaca actually
at. without regard to number of
Cash In advance preferred.
word

Ft! ctnu

1911.

One red wnite face cow, 3
years old.
Branded
On right shoulder
O
owe
Number. Mam J(
Sld an.mai being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
before Dec. 15, 'IT, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad- EXPERIENCED WOMAN wants
work
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by the day, cooking,
or
cleaning
by this Board for the benefit of the
ironing. Mrs. McAlister, phone Main
owner when found.
ass.
OATTLP SANITARY BOARD,
WANTED
A girl, who can speak EnAlbuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6. 1912.
glish, for general housework and
store work. Mrs. Wallis, millinery
Estray Advertisement
store, 618 Sixth street.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following describee estray animal was taken up by
W. Carter, Tolar, N. if., Dec. 20, 1911.
One bay mare and colt, FOR RENT Furnished front room.
Inquire 322 Grand avenue.
about 700 lbs., 20 years old. 13U
hands.
FOR RENT Bedroom with bath and
Branded
mwm
electric lights. Man and wife or
On left shoulaer
lady preferred.
Inquire 922 DouSaid animal being unknown to this
glas.
Board, unles claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
FOR RENT Four room furnished
days after last appearance of this ad
house.
1027 Fifth St. Mrs. Kings-ley- .
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
this
Board
by
for the benefit of the
owner when found.
FOR RENT Three room furnished
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
cottage. Comfortable and warm.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Inquire 315 Eighth street.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
FOR RENT Good furnished rooms,
Estray Advertisement
close in. Apply 725 Sixth street
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
concern
may
that the following de FOR RENT 2 room furnished house,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
3
also
conveniently furnished
J. M. Shaw, Estancla. N. M.. Dec. 18.
rooms. 921 Lincoln avenue.
To-wi- t:

S

Wanted

for

Rent

LODGE

To-wi- t:

Tc-w- it:

To-wi-

1

FM

for Sale
FOR SAI.J3

Heating stove and furni
ture. Inquire 920 Tilden Ave.

FOR SALE Furniture, for four room
house by lots or piece. 406 Na

tional avenue.
FOR SALE Buggy and harness as
good as new. Inquire Annex Bar,

or

1032

Seventh street.

Last
LOST

Gold chain and cross, Finder
return to Optic and receive reward

Charles Durham, Lovfngton, 111., has
succeeded in finding a positive cure
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
the bed every night clear thro on
the floor. I tried several kinds of
kidney medicine and I was in the drug
store looking for something different
to help him when I heard of Foley
Kidney Pills. After he had taken
them two days we could see a change
and when he had taken two thirds of
a bottle he was cured. That is about
six weeks ago and he has not wet
in bed since." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

NO.

A. M.

ELKS Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of
Vial Una
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Geo
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O.

2, A. F.
com-

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth- " rs cordially invited
'
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
. . NO.
804. Meets second and fodrtb
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
LAS VEQA8 COMMANDER Y NO. 2,
building.
Visiting members are corc
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K.;
ular conclave second Tues-E. P. Mackrl, F. S.
day in each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
Tamme. Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, S. C; Cha
Meet in the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmap of the World
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
convoca
ARCH M80NS
Regular
Consul; li. Laemmle. Clerk. Visittion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welTemMasonic
month at
come and cordially invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
Brlnegar, Secretary.
DENTISTS.
Reg-ytff-

P'

0

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
,

Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoas
at office and residence.

ATTOKNEYS
HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

HUNKER

&

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.

EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
KNIGHT8
OF
PYTHIA8 Meets Las Vegas,
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.

Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

To-wi- t:

before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold 1911.
by this Board for the benefit of the
One red bull, 4 years old,
owner when found.
1100 lbs., 4 feet.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left ribs
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
fUSSi
Ear mark
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice is hereby given to whom it
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
demay concern that the following
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
scribed estray animal was taken up by
after last appearance ot this ad
J. R. Marsh, Estancla, N. M., Dec. 13, days
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
19a.
by this Board for the benefit of the
One bay horse, 1
years owner when found
400
13
hands.
old,
lbs.,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
m
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
On right shoulder
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
Notice is hereby given to whom It
days after last appearance of this ad- may concern that the
following devertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal was taken
up by
by this Board for the benefit of the R. W. Brown,
Portales, N. M.
owner when found.
One cow.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left neck
1st pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
Branded
On left ribt
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Ear mark
may concern that the following deSaid animal being unknown tc this
scribed estray animal was taken up by
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M., Dec.
Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
before
16, 1911.
after
last appearance of this adOne bay mare, 10 or 12 days
said estray will be sold
vertisement,
years, 925 lbs., 15 hands.
this Board for the benefit of the
by
Branded
v T owner when found.
A
On left shoulder
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
1st.
pub.
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this adEstray Advertisement
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Is hereby given to whom It
Notice
this
Board for the benefit of the
by
concern
that the following demay
owner when found.
animal was taken up by
scribed
estray
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Wm. K. Jones, Seven Lakes, N. M.,
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
1st pub. Dec 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912. Nov. 27, 1911.
One red yearling steer

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
CHAPMAN

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
before Dec. 15, '11 said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE 8ANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. a.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
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KtSf AIJRANT

LOBBY

ninmn

New Mexico.

PHYSICIANS

H. W. HOUF,

Chas.

E. Liebsch- nler, Cha n c e o r

D. O., M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of
diseases, but
Commander. Harry
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
Martin, Keeper of
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
Residence:
705 Sixth Street
102 Meetd every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CAW
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
EAST BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
Depart
1

1

J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first
Tuesday of the month In tbe vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Invited
Isaac Appel,
cordtr.lly

President;
retary.

Charles Greenclay,

Sec-

No. 2.
No. 4..
No. 8.
No. 10.

9:10 p. m.

.11:06 p m
.

1:16 a. m
1:46 p. m

9:15 p, m
11:10 p. m.
1:25 a. m
2:10 p. m

WE8T ROUKu
No. 1.
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

.

1:20
6:10
4:40
6:35

p. m
a. m
p. m
p. m

1:46
6:15
4:50
7:00

p. m
p. m.

p. m
p. m

RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet In Fraternal
Brotherhood Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is a reliable family medicine. Give
A.. M.
hall.
Adler, Sachem; David

it to your children, and take it yourFlint, chief of records and collector self when you feel a cold
coming on.
of wampum.
Visiting brother al It checks and cures coughs and colds
and croup and prevents bronchitis
wyas
and penumonia. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

I. O. O.

F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

Meets every Monday evening at
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially invited to at
etnd. Carl Werts, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hedg
cock, cemetery trustee.
1.

Medicines mat aia nature are always most effectual. Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
opens the secretions and aids nature In restoring the system to a
healthy condition. Thousands have
testified to its superior excellence.
Sold by all druggists.

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN

227

To-wi- t:

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine Snap

Phone Main 344.

Wm.Whalen.Prop,

To-wi- t:

400 lbs.

RETAIL PRICES
lb, or

Mora, Each Dsllvary
be. to 209 10a, Each Dsllvary
206 be. to 1,000 Iba Eacl Dsllvary
Each Dellvory
60 lb, to 200
Each Delivery
Law Than 60

2J00

100

20c

par
par
SO0 par
40o par
60s par

tU

I

I

lb.

,

lb,

10a
100

lb.

lb.

100 lbs.
100 lb
100 lb

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Stnrers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lusting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Avenue.
imous Office 701 Doug-las

THE WHOLE HOG.
Branded
We can make you attractive prices
On left ribs
on the whole hog or pork in smaller
Our
quantities, especiall halves.
Ear mark
pork is corn fed and is delicious. Call
Said animal being unknown to this
or phone and we will fill all orders
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
The Las Vegas Mercantile before Jan. 16, 1912, said date
promptly.
being 10
company, Douglas avenue.
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of thf
PILLS owner when found.
CHICHESTER
TnB DIAMOND BRAND.
A
I.adlesI Ask your lrurUt for ,
OATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Diamond H rand
hUhe.(er,i
1M1U In Red and Uold metallfcX
Albuquerque, N. M
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Take no other. Buy of your
Dec. 26, last pub. Jan 6, 1912.
1st
pub.
f
Ask
for
111.1JIIKK.T
UruM.

S

0

DIAMOND BRAND PllXft, for ft
years k nown is Best, Safest , Always Retlabla
SOLD BV DRUGGISTS EVERYWHtRE

Read The Optic.

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
"Cures In Every Case"
Mr. Jas. McCaffery,
Mgr. of the
scnutz Hotel, umana, Neb., recommends Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, because it cures In every case.
"I have used It myself and I have
recommended It to many others who
have since told me of Its great curative power In disease of the throat
and lungs." For all coughs and colds
it is speedily effective. O. G. Schae
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Do no allow your kidney and blad

der trouble to develop beyond the
Take Foley Kid
reach of medicine.
ney Pills. They give quick results
and stop Irregularities with surpris
O. G. Schaefer and
ing promptness.
Red Cross Drug Co.
Foley Kidney Pills
always give satisfaction because they
always do the work. T. J. Shelnut,
I have
used
Bremen, Ga., says:
Foley Kidney Pills with great satis
more
relief from
faction and found
their use than from any other kidney medicine, and I've tried almost
all kinds. I can cheerfully recom
mend them to all sufferers for kidney
and bladder trouble." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
among all
the particular thing is worth moat.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. inj this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders' of the
best markets!
of those who MIGHT BUY

LAS VEGAS DAILY

SPINNER
AND HIS WEB
By M. J. PHILLIPS

,,

(Copyright.

by AMocialed LiLrnry

Pru)

"Mr. Spinner, this Is my
friend, Mlsi
Brooke." uld John Aldrlch. "She's the
postmistress of Hollywood."
Spinner bowed courtllerllke. "I won
dered why they had a lady for post
master here till now," he flattered
Miss Brooks seemed made for flat
tery; she wu little and blonde and
But Just npw her dim
vejy pretty
pls were nder stern control, and
she appraised Spinner with a
swift,

Son of the little opstofflce as one reprieved, though unsatisfied.
At seven o'clock that evening, as If
to escape from her
thoughts; she gave
the narrow quarters a thorough clean
ng She sprinkled the pine floor, and
hen wielded a broom vigorously. The
!tne box which served as a receptacle
Tor
outgoing mall was moved away
from the slot partition, so she might
iweep behind It By 7:30, the usual
:loslng hour, everything was In order.
Nothing remained but to tie up the
meager grist of letters, lock them in
the mail bag and dispatch them to the
Chicago train by Robbie, her brother

ind
l
assistant.
There was a clatter at the front
ioor By the light of the oil lamps she
ould see it was John Aldrlch scraping
tba snow off his shoes, preparatory to
sntering. As he stepped in, a letter in
his hand, Ruth slipped out of the back
door.
Robbie, whistling, sorted and
tied tbe'mail. John dropped the long
snvelope into the letter slot, and hurried out. almost guiltily. Robbie, engrossed in his task, did not turn
round.
Two days later Aldrlch came
to the delivery window, a worried look
on his face. "Got a telegram from Mr.
Spinner, Ruth," he said. "My money
What do
hadn't reached there yet.
I mailed the
you Imagines wrong?
letter here night before last"
"The mall went out as usual," replied Ruth. "Robbie tied it up. We'll
send a tracer."
The next afti rnoon Aldrlch came
Mis face, usually ruddy,
back again
"Did you see the
was white as chalk.
papers?" he asked. "The police have
losed up the Condor Crude Rubber
:ompany. And they're looking for
Spinner. They say he's he's a swindler."
With trembling hands he unfolded
the newspaper which he held. "Here's
partial list of the losers. Zebulon
Cole is in it for $4,000. My name isn't
.here, Ruth. Do you think he didn't
jet my money? Or was he trying to
after-schoo-

keen glance.
"Mr. Spinner is from .Chicago." volunteered Aldrlch.
".Yes," smiled' Spinner easily, "from
'.hejbig. wicked city. Fifty cents' worth
wos, please?" There was no haste
In his speech,
yeLone might gain the
'mpression that he did not care to have
Aldrich discuss himself and his visit
with the postmistress
But Aldrlch, great,
honest John, had discussed people and
things loo long with Ruth Brooks to
:hange now. Disregarding the hint in
the other's manner, he went on: "Mr.
Spinner is president of the Condor
Crude Rubber company. I'm going to
Invest some money with him."
"You are?" asked Ruth quickly
"How much, John?"
"Oh, about a thousand dollars," re
plied John, speaking as if it were a
trivial sum. It represented, she suspected, his entire savings.
"Yes." interosed Spinner in the same
easy manner before Ruth could comment. "Mr. Aldrlch is one of the many
people in moderate circumstances who
Is going to share in the wealth that
rubber is pouring into this country.
We are not asking the big capitalists fool me in sending more?"
to come in."
"I didn't like that Spinner," replied
"What dividend do you pay?" inter- Ruth irrelevantly "I didn't like his
rupted Ruth.
mouth, or his eyes. And he dyed his
"On a thousand dollars? Twenty dol- hair. It is funny about the letter,
lars a month."
Spinner's prominent lohn. Maybe Robbie overlooked It,
gray eyes, which had the trick of look- somehow. Come in and we'll look
ing at one either too much or not around." She opened the door In the
enough, narrowed watchfully. His wide, partition.
slack mouth, the mouth of a ready
They searched, very thoroughly for
talker, tightened under his dyed mus- half an hour, but the little workroom
tache
yielded nothing.
They were about to
The postmistress smiled
frostily. ?ive up in despair, when John kicked,
"Good interest, John," she commented; tentatively, the receptacle for outgo"24 per cent, a year!"
"Do you ever move that
ing mall.
"Isn't It?" said John heartily. He jox, Ruth? If it was out a little bit,
saw that his old friend and his new l letter from the slot would drop be
did not seem especially cordial, and he hind It"
wanted things harmonious. "That's
"Why, yes!" answered Ruth excited-'y- .
more than a farm, or even a store,
"I sweep behind it. I movud it
that night Oh, Goody!"
would pay me. The money is in
For John had swung it aside and
bank. Mr. Spinner is going
to drive over with me tomorrow."
here, standing upright against the
of the partition, was his letter
Spinner, sure of his man, despite the
iirl'e disapproval grew guardedly in- He seized It eagerly and tore it open
solent. "Do you care to invest. Miss V"es, his ten $100 bills were inside. Just
is he had sealed them up.
Brooks?" he asked, with a smile.
"Ruth." he said hwskily, with e.hin-nBefore she could answer, the door
eyes, "I need a guardian! Bui for
was opened briskly. A stranger strode
In and without ceremony
took the ?ou, I'd have lost this, every cent of
I
guess I'm too easy. Will you
prosperous looking
Spinner aside. t.
want you; I've alThey conversed in. an undertone for a narry me, dear?
tew moments. Then Spinner turned ways wanted you."
When John went happily home that
back.
alght, of a sudden an idea came to
"Where does Zebulon Cole live,
llni, and he chuckled to himself: "The
ittle rascal; I believe she left that
"Fifteen miles east."
Spinner frowned thoughtfully. "And dox out from the wall on purpose!"
Hagerstown is west?"
"Yes; 18 miles."
Helpful Gallery.
"Then I'm afraid I can't go over
She was a maiden all forlorn. Alas!
with you tomorrow.
Mr. Cole has seht that in this rich and powerful land a
or me, he wants to invest with us. girl should be in such a plight ana
We couldn't make the two trips in the none by to pity. The play was the
lhape the roads will be." He nodded stirring drama, "The Ape's Revenge,"
toward the outdoors, where the first and the maiden all forlorn had been
heavy snowfall of the winter was Aildecoyed into the heart of the dank
ing the ruts and blanketing the and dreadful forest by the villain and
walks.
left there, bound hand and foot, In the
He glanced calculatingly from John cave that was Inhabited by the terror
to the mutinous face of the postmis- of the underworld, the fearsome great
tress. "Tell you what, though; we ape.
could go the next day."
"Ha, Ha, gurrl" cried the villain,
Aldrich looked up in surprise. "Why, as he made off to partake of shandy'This is to defy
you told me you had a directors' meet- gaff in the wings
ing in Chicago!"
Montmorency De Wow wow! PresentSpinner's start of recollection was ly the ape will return, and you will
well done. "That's so; I'd forgotten be no more! Farewell!"
all about it."
of the great
Presently the
Nearer and
He took a heavy envelope from his ape's feet was heard.
Across the face of it was nearer it crept, and the beautiful one's
pocket.
black type, the shrieks rent the air. In the distance
printed, in starin
address of the Condor company. He her lover's horse was heard approachaffixed a half dozen of the stamps he ing, but he could never reach her in
had just purchased to the upper right-han- d time to save her.
"Oh!" she moaned, "what shall do
corner, wrote "special delivery"
what shall I do?"
beneath them, and handed It to Al"You can send the money in
drlch.
Then like a bolt from the blue,
that," he said. "Don't buy a draft. came the solution of the awful probSet hundred dollar bills, pin them to a lem from a young man In the gallery.
sheet of heavy paper and send them
"Throw It some nuts, miss!" he sugAnd be sure to get the let- gested, and thereby utterly crabbed
along.
ter away tomorrow. All stock sub- the finest situation in the play. Anscriptions must be In ten days before swers.
the first of the month In order to participate In the regular monthly diviJuvenile First Aid.
dend. You can mall It at HagersChildren ranging in age from nine
town."
to twelve years successfully resorted
John shook his head. "We patron- to "first aid" In treating a wound
he replied when one of a
ize our own postoffice,"
party of six was bitten
with a smile. "The salary of the post- by a copperhead snake while they
master depends on the amount of were gathering chestnuts.
business done, you know."
The snake sank its fangs into the
"Quite right!" returned the promo- leg of Thomas Nee, Jr., aged ten, when
ter, heartily. He had won, and could the boy stepped on it. Katheryn
afford to be magnanimous. "And now
aged nine, tore ribbons from her
I must make arrangements for an hair and with the assistance of Michael Costello and Madeline Nee Imearly start tomorrow."
He swept off his silk hat and bowed provised a torniquet in a manner that
low, revealing the fact that his thin won the praise of the surgeons who
The boy
"Goodby, Miss later treated the wound.
hair was dyed, too
correrecover. Connellsville
Brooks. Glad to have met you. If you will
desire to Invest, Mr. Aldrlch can give spondence Pittsburg Ispatch.
you our address. Come along. Aldrich.
1 want to talk to you."
Reckless Humorist.
man
who
"I do hope," sid the
Spinner slipped a triumphant band
through the arm of the flattered John. struggles to be blithe and gay, "that
Followed by the messenger from Zebu- this fear of the airship's being utilized
lon Cole, they left the office.
by smugglers will be realized."
"What an unpatriotic wish!"
Next day Ruth Brooks forever flitIt would give me
"I can't help it
ted to the front door to peer out on
deserted street, re- such a chance to refer to a smuggler
the storm-swepturning to her work behind the partl- as a inlsbebavitor."
good-nature-

n

bot-tom- e

1

pad-pa-

d

1

Cos-tell-
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AGE

IN

COTTON

FACTORIES

Death of Oldest Weaver in Lowell Reveals Bright Side of Operatives'
Lives.

news dispatch tells of the death
a Lowell of the oldest weaver In that
city, a woman who was seventy-onyean of age and was in comfortable
:ircumstances, but who still preferred
to work, In spit of her age. We call
this to the attention of the friends
of the "poor mill girl." In spite of
what they tell about employment In a
cotton factory, It seems that It is quite
possible for a woman to follow the
trade of a weaver until she has passed
three score years and ten; It Is possible for her to lay by money enough
to place her in comfortable circumstances, and It Is possible that the
associations In busy, bustling weave
shops, with their noise and lint and
all the other unpleasant features, may
be more endurable to a woman who
has cultivated the habit of Industry
over a long period of years than the
loneliness she would feel in a comfortable home with only such tasks to
take up her time and her attention as
those necessary to light housekeeping.
The picture of industry, thrift and undoubted faithfulness that is shown fn
this brief news Item from Lowell can
be duplicated In nearly every one of
the textile centers of New England,
but It is the picture that is not so
held up to the view of the interested as the reverse of it. Nobody
who has the welfare of the operatives
and that means of the Industry Itself
at heart would desire that the disagreeable features be covered so that
the world would think there was nothing In them that should be improved.
3ut it is gratifying and In the interest
5f truth besides to let a modicum of
brightness reflect upon the canvas on
iccasions. Fall River Herald.
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SALT

Novel "Certificate" in a Bottle 8hown
Pension Officer In
to
England.
Old-Ag- e

Since the
pensions act has
been In operation In England, says a
writer in the Strand Magazine, there
has been a great search for birth certificates, In order to enable those entitled to Its benefits to claim their pensions. As the registration of births,
more than seventy years ago, was not
carried out as now, there has been a
difficulty in many cases in proving
the age of the applicants, and In one
instance at least a certificate of an exceedingly novel character was presented. At any rate, the local pension officer said he had never come across
old-ag- e

one like it, and he was quite prepared
to take it as a proof of the age of the
applicant. When a child was born In
this particular family a clear glass
bottle was procured and partly filled
with salt; then the letters and figures
forming the names of the child and
date of birth were cut out of a newspaper and placed inside the bottle, being put in their correct position with
a piece of wire, and then more salt
was carefully added to keep them In
place. Sprays of flowers and other ornamental designs, cut from cretonne,
were also tastefully arranged around
the Inside of the bottle, and then the
whole was tightly packed with salt,
and corked and sealed. It was then
placed in a prominent position on the
dresser or In a corner cupboard, where
It has been for more than seventy
years. The white salt shows up the letters and ornaments In relief, and the
whole effect Is novel and pleasing.
Elephant's jWisdom.
In response to an inquiry as to what
was the cleverest act he ever knew an
elephant to perform, a British road officer told how once, when unloading
some steel tubing from a ship, it was
the elephant's task to carry the pipes
by means of his trunk from one part
of the wharf to another.
The pipes had been oiled to prevent
them from rusting, and when the elephant took one up It slipped from his
grasp. He tried it again with the same
result, and at last seemed to comprehend what was the reason for his failure, for he soon afterward pushed the
pipe with his foot to a spot where
there was a pile of sand, and then
rolled the pipe backward and forward.
The sand, owing to th oil, adhered to
the tube, and the elephant then put
his trunk around It and carried It with
ease. He applied the same means to
the other tubes without aid or suggestion from his mahout.
Good and Bad Composition.
writer in the London Daily Chronicle has revived the old dispute as to
the finest line In English poetry- He
quotes Prof. Churton Collins as giving the palm to a line in Swinburne's
"Tristan and Iseult," the line Ahat
says: "And all their past came walling in the wind." Certainly that is a
great line, but the real difficulty says
the Chronicle scribe, Is to find the
worst line rather than the best. And
then he tells us of a contest between
Tennyson and FitzGerald as to who
could write the weakest Imaginable
Wordsworthlan line. They succeeded
In producing: "A Mr. Wilkinson, a
clergyman." FitzGerald and Tennyson
each claimed this fine effort and the
point Is still undecided. Can any one
else do better than this?
A

-

.

SEVERAL WESTERN CITIES ARE
BIDDING FOR NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC GATHERING.

Washington, Jan. 6. St. Louis, Kansas City, Chicago, Denver, Baltimore,
New York where shall the national
convention of the democratic party
be held next summer? This is the
leading question to be considered and
acted upon by the democratic national
committee at Us meeting in this city
Monday.
Many members of the national committee, together with numerous other democrats of wide prominence, arrived in the capital today in
anticipation of the meeting of the
committee and the banquet to be held
at the Raleigh hotel Monday night in
memory of the patron saint of democracy, Andrew Jackson.
The speakers at the banquet will include a number of the most prominent democrats In the country, several of them candidates for the presidential nomination. The list Is as follows: Senator James A. O'Gorman
of New York, toastmaster; Norman E.
Mack, chairman of the democratic national committee;
Speaker Clark,
Judge Alton B. Parker of New York,
Representative Underwood of Ala
bama, William R. Hearst of New
York, Governor Woodrow Wilson of
New Jersey, Senator Robert L. Tay
lor of Tennessee, governor Baldwin
of Connecticut, William J. Bryan of
Nebraska, former Governor Joseph
W. Folk, of Missouri, Senator Francis
C. Newlands of Nevada,
Governor
Thomas R. Marshall of Indiana, Senator Pomerene of Ohio, and Representative James T. Lloyd of Missouri
The choice of the party for a convention city promises to be brimful
of politics. The contest for the democratic nomination between recognized
representatives of the conservative
and progressive wings of the party
rakes-- the choice of the convention
el'y one of the main factors to be
conEdered by the national conani'ttee.
I" it were a foregone conclmmn
that any certain candidate would be
noiuitiptet1. by the democrats, 'i to A
i ot matter much where no c ne.i'

-

A

American Artist Honored.
Edward Stelchen, the New York
artist, has Just won signal distinction
for himself and this country by his selection to exicute a large part of the
mural decorations of the new LuxemHe first bebourg museum, Paris.
came known for his photographs.
upon.

he s'tuat.n more satisfying to the rank and file
t:,n as held. A
s.'aifs however, the cho)"e of a ooi of the party. They argue that, li it
Harmon
leiif'j t'ty may have a n. s. 1rn."oi-o- shall turn out that Governor
is a stronger candidate in the East
bearing on the nomination.
The first matter to be determined than in the West, then It would ii a

PULPIT

nt

is whether the convention shall be
held In the East or West No democratic candidate for president fias,
been named in the East since the
civil war and many of the party leaders believe It would be poor politics
to take the gathering away from the
West at this time.
are
Many Influential democrats
more than half inclined to believe
that the convention will go to Chicago.
They predict that if It does
not It will go as far west as Kansas
The claims of St.
City or Denver.
Louis, which is well able to take
care of the convention, will receive
consideration.
New York apparently is in earnest
in her desire to secure the convention,
but if the gathering is held in the
East it is believed that Baltimore will
get the prize. The Maryland city was
the first to put In a bid and has been
conducting a hard campaign for
nearly a year. If the democrats are
superstitious and believe in luck they
certainly will hold their convention in
Baltimore, for Baltimore and democracy have four times proved a winner, which is more than can be said
of Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City or

good thing for him if he were nominated in the West. Likewise, if a convention held in the West were to
nominate an eastern man lute Governor Wilson, it might strengthen the
latter in his own section.

TO WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that T. H. Flowers the
undersigned was appointed on the 3rd
day of January, A. D. 1912 administrator of the estate of Ray G. FlowNOTICE

ers, deceased, and all persons having
claims against the estate of said Ray
G. Flowers, deceased, will present the
same within the time prescribed by

progressives an advantage over the
conservatives. The selection of St.
Louis or Kansas City might possibly
be construed as an advantage for
Champ Clark or Joseph W. Folk, but
the possibility is so remote that it is
not likely to interfere
with the
chances of either city.
Politically speaking, Baltimore may
be regarded as favoring Harmon for
president. The democrats in the
Maryland city belong to the conservative wing of the party. At the same
time it is believed that the Harmon
managers and those of Woodrow Wilson as well would prefer that the con.
ventlon be held in the West. In this
matter they share the belief of many
other democratic leaders that the
nomination of Governor Harmon, Governor Wilson, or any other democrat,
for that matter, If brought about
among the progressive democratic
communities of the West, would be

BILLY CLIFFORD'S

Choir Loft
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CNCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,
paator.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second man

at

10 a. m. Sunday school in English
and Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

m.

Cathechlsm for English speaking
children on Tuesday 4 p. m.. and on
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speaking children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
on Saturday at 9 a. in.

1

law.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rev.., Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a, m., third SunLAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
man 8:30,
day excepted. Second
sermon in English, hymn rendered
of Henry Coke, deceased.
by the children under the direction
Territory of New Mexico,
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
County of San Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
of San Miguel, N. M.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
To All Whom It May Concern, Greet- Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital
ing:
You are hereby notified that the for the Insane mass every fourth
11th day of March, A. D., 1912, has Sunday by the paator.
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, in and for the County and TerFIR8T METHODI8T EPISCOPAL
ritory aforesaid, as the day to prove CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Nathe last will and - testament and a tional avenue, hi. C. Anderson, pastor.
codicil thereto of said Henry Goke,
Sunday schosV at 9:45. Preaching at
T. H. FLOWERS,

Administrator.

Denver.
Chicago would be regarded as neu
tral ground for the convention. The
selection of New York, on the othev
hand, would, In the opinion of many
democrats, give the nomination too
much of a Tammany taint. Denver as
the convention city would give the deceased.

LEAF TORN FROM

Tlie Girl, the Man and the Game,"
a musical comedy feast, (served in
two courses), with Billy "Single" Clif-forin the leading role will be the
offering at the Duncan opera house
on January 10. The play is bright
and breezy, full of ridiculous situa-ation-s
caused by Billy (as Charlie
Pointer), who to get financial assistance from his rich uncle, Cattermoie,
in the Philippines, tells him that he is
married and has a baby daughter.
The rich uncle who is possessed
of the globe trotting fever, decides to
visit his nephew, and the letter which
was to inform them of his coming
being delayed, he arrives very unexpectedly upon the scene; Billy just
has to have a wife, so he borrows the
wife of his friend to whose sister he
is betrothed. Many are the compn-- j
cations which arise therefrom, but
the merriest one Is when the uncle
asks for the Infant, Clifford having
neglected to mention to his friends
that he had told uncle he had a child
also, once more his friend, Dr. Morry,
is appealed to and whether for revenge at having to stand idly by and
see his wife caressed by another or
just out of a pure spirit of fun; the
doctor produces the baby, but it is of
the unbleached American type. This
causes further complications, all of
which keep Charlie In "hot water"'
all the time. The doctor, growing
weary of the deception, jgoes to the
French ball and Invokes the aid of
Charlie to help him square himself
for remaining away from home all
night. As usual, Charlie makes a
bungle of the explanation, causing a
rupture between the doctor and his
wife. Finally, finding tnat further
elaborate lies are useless, the uncle is
enlightened as to the truth of the
condition 'of affairs and forgives all
for their deceptions and all's well
that ends well.
Billy has surrounded himself with
an excellent company headed by petite Mae Collins, who the past season
proved herself to be one of the cleverest souhrettes of the year by her exceptional work in the title role of the
New York success, "The Pink Lady,"
she is possessed of a beautiful voice,
is an excellent dancer and has an
of
Jack
abundance
personality.
Trainor will again be seen in the role
of the eccentric old uncle and his
work would be very hard to Improve

SEVEN

6, 1912.

o'clock. Epworth League at 6:38;
evening preaching service at 7:30.
A cordial invitation is extended to
all who have no other place of worship to attend divine services at this
church.
11

In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 4th day of
January, A. D., 1912.
LORENZO DELGADO.
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court.
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable Investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as
a millionaire.
We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles In the
bright and satin finish, fine mat0.
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
tohnsen & Son

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, W.
R. Quiggln, pastor. 10 a. m, Bible
and
school; 11 a. m., Communion

preaching service subject, "Motto for
New Year," Exodus xiv. 15, "And
Jehova said unto Moses, wherefore
criest unto Me, speak unto the children of Israel, that they go forward."
6:30 p. m., Christian Endeavor service, topic. The Christian Virtues 1.
Conservation
Courage (Ps 27:1-14meeting, courage for the day. 7:30 p.
m. preaching service,
subject "A
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Great
7:30
p.
m.,
Feat,"
LAXATIVE
BROMO
Wednesday
Take
Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If prayer meeting and workers' conferit fails to cue.
E. W. GROVE'S Big ence at 908 Main street. 2:30 p. m.,
Laidies Aid on Thursday.
nature Is on eaeu box. 25c.

PICTURE

the

).

BAPTIST CHURCH . Corner Main
avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B.
Green, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A.
M. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p.
m. The public is Invited.

BOOK.

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,

Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National avenue
First Sunday after the Epiphany,
Jan. 7, 1912. Holy Communion, 7:30;
Sunday school 9:45; Holy Communion and sermon 11.
This church is open daily for private prayer and meditation.

u

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas

venue and Tenth street
Morning worship at 11 o'clock with
sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
Bblle stury and Sunday school session
at 9:45 a m. Young People's society

at

6:30 p. m.

The church extends a most hearty
invitation t all people. Strangers and
sojourners in the city are especially
welcomed to the Communion service.
CHRISTIAN
i

'.if

i.

f ANDHtt

BA.VK BALL BUKCH"

SCIENCE

SOCIETY,

Regular services every Sunday worn
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even-In-g
at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall.

,

TEMPLE MO NTEF 10 RE Douglas
avenue and Ninth Btreet, J. S. Raisin,
rabbi.
Services and sermon every Friday
night at 8 o'clock. Services for children and Sabbath school every Saturday morning at 10 o'clock.
8HILOH BAPTI8T CHURCH Cor
Columbia and Railroad Avenues.
Rev. W. R, Burgess, Pastor.
Preaching 11 a, m., and 8 p. m., by
the pastor; Sunday school 9:46 a. m.:
B. Y. P. tj., S p. m. All are welcome
to attend these services.

ner

FIRST SEVENTH DAY ADVENT-IS- T
CHURCH C. McReynolds, pastor. Regular services in the Chrfs-tio-n
church, corner of Main and
Eighth street Sabbath school at 2
p. nt., every
Sabbath
(Saturday)
preaching at 3 p. m. All who are Interested in Bible study are cordially
invited to attend.
m'

'
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BIG REDUCTION

sssssVssV Isssfir ft L
bsssssSbVIssssssr. L
'3
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flsssV saw SsssWlSk tasssssrsr

Scenes from "The Girl, the Man and the Gaoie," Duncan Theater, Jan.

10.

During our Inventory sale everything goes at 50 rents o nthe dollar. We make a specialty of misses
and children's hats, alsoh some of th
latest one piece dresses are below
cost. Call and be convinced. Mrs. A.
Standish.

LAt VKOAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY, JANUARY e,
Regular dance at Armory tonight

COMMISSIONERS ORDER

LOCAL NEWS

TO THE PUBLIC- :-

I

Photoplay tonight only. Patbe's
weekly No. 42. Flood at Austin, Pa.
The Bayless dam breaks, completely
towns of Austin and
Regular dance at Armory tonight. annihilating the
Costello, Pa., with a wall ot wat,er 30
the
Trr a dram of Old Taylor bourbon feet high; 80 people killed and
2,500 inhabitants are ruined. Includ-inat the Opera Bar.
ten other great events and hapFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged penings all over the world.
In the wood. Direct from distillery
$1,000,000 LIBRARY DEDICATED.
to you. At the Lobby, of caurse.
St Louis, Mo., Jan. 6. The new St
The Ladies' Guild will meet with Louis public library building was
Mrs. George Kahle, 615 Lincoln ave- formally opened and dedicated this
afternoon with interesting ceremonies.
nue, Tuesday afternoon at 2:30.
The building cost $1,000,000 and is
Special for the ladles: The latest one of the finest structures of its kind
fashions in hair dressing at the in the couttry.
French capital, Paris, France, in
SCHOOLS' NEW LIBRARY.
Pathe's weekly No. 42. Photoplay toMass., Jan. 6. Exer
Cambridge,
night only.
cises were held this afternoon in dedi
cation of the new library of the EpisMonday evening at S o'clock a regular meeting of J. E. Rosenwald copal Theological school, a gift to the
institution from John Gordon Wright
Ladge B'Nal BHith will occur in the
of
Boston. Addresses were delivered
temple ventry room. Installation of
officers and other urgent matters will by President Lowell and Professor
Bliss Perry of Harvard and Bishop
be attended to.
Lawrence, a former dean of the theoschool.
logical
A train of Santa Fe deadhead equipment passed through Las Vegas this
TO CONSIDER M'NAMARA FUND
morning from the West running on
Washington, Jan. 6. The executive
the time of second section of train
council of the American Federation of
No. 8. The traffic from the east
of President Gom-perthis winter has been unusually heavy Labor, thecomposed
vice presidents and
eight
which has necessitated running two
the secretary and treasurer, will meet
sections of several of the trains. The
the headquarters of the organiza
at
equipment must be deadheaded east, tion in this
city on Monday for a
as the travel in that direction is not
most important session. The McNa-mar- a
as heavy as that to the coast.
case, with particular reference
to the disposition of what remains of
The board of education of East Las
the defense fund, will be the chief
Vegas will hold Its regular monthly
abject of consideration. Just how
meeting Monday night In the city much remains of the fund is problehall. No business was transacted at
but it is said on good author
the last meeting, as a quorum was not matical,
the unexpended balance of the
ity
present and important business will $190,000 subscribed is
comparatively
come before this meeting for considsmall. It is believed arrangements
eration or action, and a large attend
will be made to distribute the balance
ance Is desired.
among the subscribers.
g

Regarding the disposition of Telephone Orders
after we put our plan in execution

we shall receive

February 1st. as outlined on Page 5, we will state
that our Drivers, as heretofore, will be authorized
to collect and receipt bills for Merchandise that
they deliver.

,JXF

DAVIS, 0i

COAL AMD WOOD
LUMP

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Dm W. C OND ON

ESTABLISHED I87H

CENTRAL

Th(

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.

COMMITTEE

TO MEET.

Secretary Herbert Clark of the republican state central committee announced this afternoon that a meeting
of the committee for the purpose of
choosing delegates to the national republican convention will be held on
Thursday, January 25, in Santa Fe.
The meeting will be called to order at
noon in the chamber of the house of
representatives by the chairman, Col
onel Venceslao Jaramilla.
The na
tional convention will be held In Chicago June 18.

Sixth Street
MONUMENTS

Bills Bros.,

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
-

-

Colo.

Cashier

771

Local

Ralney, 1101
Las Vegas, N.

As't Cashier

Broadway, Denver,
Aaron
representative,
Eleventh street, East
M.

LOCOMOTIVE

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Electric Domes.

Library Lamps,

Desk Lamps,

and
Stand Lamps,

EXPLODES.

OPTICIAN

H

you'll never go back to the

-

way.

& HAYWARD

or Phone Main

16-1- 7-

CO.

or

TRY US ONCE,

STORE

PHONE NOW-

-

18

SUCH AS Quaker,

Granulated & Pearl Hominy. Cracked,
&
Cream of Wheat. Ralsten, & Petty John
Puffed, Shredded
Breakfast Food. Corn, Maple and Whsat Flakes. Aunt
Jemima's Pancake & Buckwheat Flour. Pearl, Minute and
Fine Tapioca.
Richeleiu, Prices, Quaker and Scotch
Oat Meal, Grains of Gold, Nudevene, Pearl'd Barley, Potatoe
Flour, Farina, Farinose, Cream of Rye, Post Toasties, Postum,
and many others too numerous to name here.

iu

Also Just Received a Nice Lot ot Cresco the New Shortening

Regal Shoes

fil"Rooidip

your attention to the
(act that we are SOLE AGENTS for the Cele- Again we want to call

bratedlMI&&
RtGAL SHOES
Which have been recognized as the VERY
BEST VALUES

OBTAINABLE

since the first

day they were put on the market and

are

jrownijj better each year.

This For Your Consideration

We

Sell

Them to You at The Same

Price You Will Pay in Any Regal Store.

Better Than Butter, Try it.

Try an Ad. in The Optic's
"Want Columns"

Las Vegas Steam
' Laundry
Phone Main

81

MAMMALS

ON DISPLAY

IN OUR SHOW WINDOW

Greenberjjer

J2fQT jTasT

Yourself as well
Vegas.

Put up an Electric Sign, on our Flat Rate Proposition.
If you do not Keep Your Name and Business Before

the Public you are Soon Forgotten.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.

Duncan Opera House
WEDNESDAY JAN. 10th.

The Comedian Who's Always Good

fSINGLE J

BILLY

HIS EXCELLENT
GIRLIE

CLIFFORD

COMPANY

8

ALL

BEAUTY CHORUS

y

Mix with yeur Chicken Feed
a little of

gj

IN

The Merriest Musical Comedy Stampede
THE GIRL, THE MAN & THE GAME?
35 Clever Artists 8o per cent Girls
DENVER Liked it LOS ANGELES Enioved
'll SO WILL YOU

it

LAYING TONIC

This Tonic is sold under
the Broadest kind of Guar- antee as well as all of
Poultry Remedies.

I

18

START

THE YEAR

TUNEFUL CATCHY

SONG HITS

18

Brimful of Funny Situations & Hearty l aughs (Not
Blushes)

Cor-key- 's

A

OF

Notice our Window it will
Suggest a great many things
you need in your hen yard.

J

. H. STEARNS

617 Douglas

Canned

CALL AS

ROSES

Goods

And Our

STEVIA

While we are only cutting a few Carnations and Roses now,
the Quality is Fine. Try some. Regular Prices Prevail
now, the Holidays being over.

OPEN SUNDAY
PERRY ONION & SON

1

Sanitary Bakery

Products

BOUCHER.
The Coffee Maa.)

Phone Main 462

SCHAEFER'S-- Be

Wise Get Yours

BEAVERS DESTROY PROPERTY. wagon tire
Since the flood of last November, stretched.

FOR SUNDAY JANUARY 7.
CARNATIONS MARGUERITES
PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS

--

Seats at MliRPHEY

Just Right
By Using

GROCER.

$2.00 SHOW AT SPECIAL AFTER HOLIDAY PRICES

$L50, $1.00, 50c

1912

Ferndell

507 Sixth Street

MODELS AND

g

CONKEY'S

For a Full Line of Cereals go to
1HE GRJMF

i

EGGS

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
U

By the adoption of a resolution yes-

terday afternoon the retiring board
of county commissioners insured the
speedy construction of the new highway through the Canyon del Agua to
the "lower country." This road, the
survey for which was made about a
year ago, will provide an adequate
highway, to Santa Rosa. El Cuervo and
other important settlements along the
line will be greatly benefited by the
road and the business interests of
Las Vegas will be advanced by the
opening ot much additional territory
to the local markets.
It was the ambition of the commissioners to complete this road before
their term of office expired. On account of the fact that the county was
engaged In the construction of roads
in other localities It was impossible
to realize this ambition. However, the
passage or tne resolution yesterday
will make it obligatory on the newly
elected board of commissioners to
build the road. Funds to pay for its
construction were proVlaed by the retiring commissioners last July when
they prepared the road tax levy.
The new road follows the highway
to the mesa for several miles when
it drops off into the canyon del Agua.
Surveyors have demonstrated that a
road can be constructed through the
canyon at little expense. It will be a
highway of scenic beauty as well as
practical utility. The roads at pres
ent In use are unsatisfactory. They
are difficult for teaming and cover a
roundabout route that requires much
time to traverse.
The trade with
Santa Rosa and the settlements between that place and Las Vegas Is important. It is sure to increase with
Y.
A.
of
the
Marwick
R.
Secretary
the
provision of better road facilities.
M. C. A., has announced the annual
Tuesfor
of
the
association
meeting
WOLGAST IN SMASHUP
day night of next week. The feature
Los
Jan. 6. One
Angeles, Calif.,
of this meeting will be the annual re
man
was
hurt
early
today In
seriously
ports of the officers of the institution
and the election of five directors. AH an automobile smashup, which result
n embers of the association are in- ed in the arrest of "Tom" Jones, manvited to attend this gathering. Fol- ager of Ad Wolgast, on a charge of
man is
lowing the open meeting the directors reckless driving. The injured
George Bauer, aged 50, who was hit
will hold their annual election of
by the speeding motor car when it ran
outfit.
into his house-movinThe automobile turned turtle and
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
Dear Sir. Our Insurance advice is one of Jones' companions was pinned
free to you. It may be of value to under It, but not seriously hurt. A
you. You pay money willingly for fire fourth member of the party, who es
insurance.
caped In the darkness, was reported
Our advice tends, to warrant not to have been Ad Wolgast himself, but
spending your money in vain. Ask us this was. denied, it being stated that
the fighter had not been out of the
about
"A Better Protection
house since he escaped a threatened
at the same expense"
attack of penumonia a few days ago.

FRESH

AND

HIGHWAY TO SANTA ROSA
THROUGH CANYON UEL AGUA
TO BE BUILT THIS YEAR.

Los Angeles, Jan. 6. W. A. Weaver,
an engine tender, injured last night by
CUTLER BROS.
a boiler explosion, at the Southern Pa 614 Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 1?4.
FORMER SANTA FEAN DEAD.
cific round house which caused the
Interlaken, N. Y., Jan. 6. Samuel
death of Round House Foreman H.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
D. Sample, aged 53 years, for 15 years
E. Dixon, died early today. Weaver
principal keeper at the Elmira re
was in charge of the locomotive which FOR SALE Home canned fruit. 920
formatory and later employed in
was blown up, according to railroad
Tilden avenue.
like capacity at the United States
men, by the injection of cold water FOUND Gold rimmed glasses in prison at Leavenworth, Kansas, and
into the overheated boiler. The round
case. Owner can have same at at the prison at Santa Fe, N. M., is
Three
house was badly wrecked.
dead at this place.
Rosenthal Furniture Co.
other men who were injured will re
cover.
JOHNSON .WILL FIGHT.
Chicago, Jan. 6. It was announced
today by Thomas Andrews, represen
tative of Hugn Mcintosh, that the
CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY
Johnson-McVeagreement might not
be" formally signed for several weeks
TO LAUNDRY DAY
Andrews said that the main thing,
Johnson's agreement to light, had
been settled and that other details,
Including definite fixing of the place
of the contest, would be a matter of
If you make it
consideration.
Is the call From Every one I
Andrews declared that no word had
ut Present.
LAS VEGAS STEAM
come to him changing the place of
If you have JHfiNS We can f meeting from Sydney to Paris and
LAUNDRY DAY
that it was not certain that the fight
Supply you with the Thing
would be staged in Paris.
h
LAY.
MAKE
WILL
them
that

We offer for your inspection a nice
line of

JEWELER

NEW ROAD BUILT

A

s,

NUT

SMITE

1912.

the beavers which have been protected by the law for years, have become so numerous and destructive,
that the farmers on the Santonito
river In the United State Carson forest reserve, Rio Arriba county, were
compelled to put In a" complaint to
have some of them destroyed or' lose
some of their most valuable land
which was being flooded, and covered
with sand after each freshet.
Frank C. Irwin, a game warden, under the government's instructions,
secured during December 25 of the
animals by trapping. They are fine
big beavers with skins filling a large

over

which

Early.

they

are

Until last fall the greater portion
the beavers stayed higher up In
the mountains; but the great floods
and washouts during November drove
them further down by tearing' out
their dams; and several of them
caught by Mr. Irwin show where
their bodies were badly bruised when
the unexpected witshout overpowered
them.
Last fall the beavers not only flooded Serviano Ortls's land, but d
stroyed 20 tons of his hay. Some of
the ranches which are narrow plots
Of land lying alone th
river riavft
been entirely destroyed by these destructive, although precious animals.
of

i

